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In this premier publication of the International Journal of
EnergyWaterFoodNexus (IJEWFN), I invite the
international community and thought leaders to our open
science platform that addresses the challenges to access safe
drinking water, sustainable energy production, and food
security for the 21st century.
The extraction, production and use of energy, water and food
are inextricably linked in an interdependent system that
sustains life on our planet. The nexus approach, which is at the
core of our enterprise is based on the premise that an action in one
sector impacts the other. Therefore, the search for solutions must
simultaneously investigate all three in a new science enterprise.
This is the foundation of this journal and our research
engagements to the broader community. The IJEWFN presents

a pathway for dissemination of solutions: a transformative
open innovation built on open science and open data with
integration of novel applications, new technologies, and a space for international thought leaders
to exchange new ideas. The journal will stress the importance of a knowledge-based approach to
address the vexing global challenges to access safe drinking water, energy production, and food
security, and putting science at the heart of integrated efforts directed at policy and actions that
would push things forward. The journal will focus on the catalytic role of transformative
innovation that holds the promise of bringing results in re-shaping the paths people and
communities use to address their vital environmental problems and needs. Transformative
innovation builds on the power of new open science and technology paradigms and serves as the
framework for action. As we move forward, IJEWFN provides the framework for this new science
enterprise to flourish, foster more evidence-based policy making and allow transformative
innovation to come up with the next break-throughs. These scenarios will enhance the broader
impact of this IJEWFN by promoting opportunities for partnerships with industry, academia, and
government that lead to commercialization of science-based outcomes and help convince broader
societal strata to the merits of sustainable development. IJEWFN would also serve as a space to
effectively communicate science to the general public why this is a good thing for jobs, how it benefits
the economy and the overall livability of our planet, and why these solutions are important to everybody.
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Explores proposed global network of Sustainable Living & Growing Centers (SLGC) as regional
EnergyWaterFoodNexus (EWFN) Management Catalysts and as seeds for growing resourceeffective networks of self-reliant, thriving communities. Each SLGC is a regional productionteaching-research-demonstration center built on an ECSIA® technology-based food production
platform. In each regional SLGC, people learn to thrive by collaborating with their local complex
system. The pilot SLGC -- Baltimore Urban Farmstead -- is being launched as a productioneducation-research-demonstration center for learning-by-doing how to live within regional
complex adaptive systems; and for generating, applying, managing, and diffusing knowledge
needed to transform dysfunctional ecological and social landscapes into fully-functional complex
eco-social-economic systems. In this pilot SLGC people will learn to live in systems and to make
whole-system decisions, in rural and urban contexts, that empower communities to thrive within
their local EWFN via whole-system strategies responsive to place and people.
Ó 2018 IJEWFN. All rights reserved.

Introduction to Sustainable Living and Growing
Centers (SLGC)
Humanity’s inability to live within the EWF
Nexus (EWFN) is driving today’s profound crises
(Motloch 2017). Living within this nexus can help
communities sustain optimal performance of the
complex adaptive system upon which they depend.
Sustainable Communities Institute Inc. (SCI), helps
communities use appreciative inquiry methods
(Cooperrider and Whitney 2005) to identify,
integrate, use and leverage local strengths to coadapt and learn how to live within their local
complex adaptive system (CAS) and thereby thrive
within its productive potential.
SCI also helps communities identify
strategies that help sustain and regenerate CAS
complexity and build their ability to manage local
energy, water and food systems to optimize this
EFWN potential, build local self-reliance, stimulate
local entrepreneurship, and empower people and
communities to thrive.
SCI also helps communities integrate the
broad range of intelligences (science, vernacular,
other) to live appreciatively within the EWFN. We

help communities optimize, harvest from, use and
regenerate the EWFN by integrating ecological,
infrastructural, and built-environment support
systems, interconnecting previously disconnected
decisions, and empowering integrative management
of the EWFN.
Emergent EWFN Management Network:
SCI envisions a global network of E-villages,
Sustainable Living and Growing Centers, and Ecohomesteads as an emergent network for learning to
manage local EWFN and empower communities to
thrive.
Each community in the network will include
a regional SLGC as production-education-researchdemonstration venue for learning-by-doing how to
live within local and regional complex adaptive
systems.
In each SLGC people learn to thrive by living
within the local CAS they help create. SCI envisions
this network of regional SLGC, Fig. 1, functioning
as a multi-nodal platform for building the global
system that can integrate diverse intelligences to live
sustainably. We see SLGCs within any global
region of shared climate and resources as a platform
for building global knowledge of how to live
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Figure 1. Global Network of E-Villages, SLGC and Eco-homesteads
http://www.ecoworld.com/maps/world-ecoregions.hl

sustainably in that eco-region. Within any nation,
we envision the national network of SLGCs
collectively translating national desires for
sustainability into regional agenda for communities
to thrive. SCI seeks to create and interconnect
SLGC into a global network to generate, apply,
manage and diffuse knowledge that helps
communities manage their EWFN by fully
functioning as compl ex eco-social-economic
systems. SLGC as E-Village Seed: Within each Evillage, the SLGC serves as seed for re-provisioning
the community to be sustainable, and for people to
prosper by living within the system they help create.
In developed countries, SLGCs will operate in

communities that previously invested massively in
infrastructure that does not usually support
sustainable decisions. In these contexts, the shortterm focus is to enable communities to transition to
the whole-system decisions that gain time to reprovision local networks to be sustainable and for
people to learn to live sustainably. In less developed
global regions and communities without advanced
infrastructure, SLGCs can help communities to leapfrog
the unsustainable provisioning
that
characterizes developed countries and rather
implement support systems that promote people
living sustainably within the systems upon which
they depend.

Figure 2 Proposed E-village, El Salvador
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E-Villages
as
Regenerative
EWFN
Management Venue: SCI is designing the global
network of E-villages (electron villages) that, like
ecological systems, use clean electrons to regenerate
system health and productivity, and enhance lifecycle flows and regeneration. Each E-village will
harvest and use electrons from clean, renewable
sources for zero-waste production and increased
system productivity. Each community will mimic
nature’s clean electron transport chains to integrate
physical, chemical and biological processes, reduce
waste, enhance whole-system functionality, and
regenerate health and productivity. Each E-village
will include a Sustainable Living and Growing
Center (SLGC) that will build community ability to
thrive through an integrated understanding of nature
as humanity’s primary support system, infrastructure
as secondary supports, and built environments as
tertiary supports. Residents learn to integrate
natural, infrastructural, and development systems to
help sustain and regenerate full spectrum resources
and systems essential for thriving. People will live
in Eco-homesteads that harvest energy (clean
electrons for homes, farm equipment and movement
of recharged smart batteries); clean water for
hydration, irrigation, cooking and cleaning; food for
consumption and income; and local production
streams that optimize value-added. In E-villages,
eco-homesteaders live off-grid using 48 volt cleanenergy systems and smart battery systems. They
harvest, process, distribute, clean and return water to
the system. They produce healthy food locally and
grow their ability to add value and enhance thriving.
SLGC Materials and Methods
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live within systems, produce food and income,
enhance health, and regenerate systems. Each SLGC
is a water-based integrated farming system, microbusiness accelerator, life-long learning center, local–
global collaboration portal, community-building
center, E-Village seed and think-and-do
demonstration and training center, where people
learn, grow, build, and live within the EWFN and
complex system. The heart of each SLGC is the
Environmentally Controlled Sustainable Integrated
Agriculture (ECSIA®) system (www.ecsia.us) that
produces more food for less money, year round. It
produces natural and organic food, conserves water,
reduces waste, and functions as a neighborhood
enterprise to provide quality food and economic
opportunity. In each SLGC, SCI pursues six
principles to help transform communities: 1) live
within systems, 2) optimize whole-system
functionality, 3) build whole-system knowledge, 4)
build shared-consciousness and collective-will to be
sustainable, 5) collaborate among local and global
entities, and 6) build the full-range of capitals
(economic, social, environmental, etc.).
Baltimore Urban Farmstead Initiative as Pilot
SLGC:
The pilot SLGC, Baltimore Urban
Farmstead Initiative, is in early implementation.
This Farmstead will integrate net-zero energy, water
and food systems to optimize the productive
potential of the local energy-water-food nexus and
will serve as catalyst for building resilience and
community ability to thrive. SCI envisioned the
farmstead, Figure 4, as a prototype urban farmstead
proposal
for
the
Sandtown-Winchester
neighborhood in west Baltimore; and the Farmstead
received the People’s Choice Award in the

People first experience the E-village’s integrated
education and lifestyle at the SLGC
as physical platform for building
sustainability knowledge, physical
space for prototyping, venue for
catalytic change, and engine for
prosperity. At the SLGC, they
build their eco-homesteading
knowledge, and receive training to
build and operate their production
system. They seed their ecohomestead and identify their
lifestyle and E-village role. They
build their eco home based
production system as part of the Evillage
integrated
livingproduction systems. They learn to
Figure 3: SLGC as E-village Seed and Training Center
Vol 1. Issue 1. Pp 1-6
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Baltimore Growing Green Initiative. SCI also communities optimize, harvest from, use and
regenerate the EWFN, by integrating ecological,
received the Honor Award at the 52nd International
infrastructural, and built-environment support
Making Cities Livable (IMCL) conference in
systems, interconnecting previously disconnected
England for the Farmstead project.
decision-making, and empowering integrative
The heart of the SLGC is the Environmentally
Controlled Sustainable Integrated Agriculture management of the EWFN.
(ECSIA®) system that produces large amounts of
food year-round on relatively small areas of urban
land. It produces fresh, healthy, and tasty natural
and organic food, via an advanced eco-friendly food
production system, while conserving water and
operating as a zero waste system.
SCI uses these materials and methods to help
communities thrive by living appreciatively within
their local EWFN; and to help communities analyze
local conditions, identify assets and produce the
coordinated action needed to live appreciatively.
We propose strategies to allow them to co-adapt with
complexity; manage energy, water and food systems
as systems and intersystem services (Figure 5); build
local
self-reliance
and
new
economy
entrepreneurship; and thrive by living within system
complexity.
We help communities integrate
scientific, vernacular and other intelligences about
how local systems function, and to live
appreciatively by managing the EWFN. We help

Discussion
Glynn Barber, inventor and CEO, has laboratorytested the ECSIA® system for 8+ years, including
approximately 1,200 plant species tested and 300 of
which successfully grown. He reports results
(www.ecsia.us) and uses results to inform the
ECSIA® Master User Manual. He is testing four
sizes of ECSIA® modules -- Homestead or School
Module (HSM), Family Farmers Module (FFM),
Commercial Farmers Module (CFM) and Contract
Commercial Module (CCM). Testing is now
moving from laboratory to community, with deep
appreciation that CAS failure usually results from
human actions that shut down complexity. Since
human behavior is highly variable with context and
culture, this project includes testing in diverse socioecological contexts. Lessons learned are often placeand people-specific, due to differences in human
operator engagement, and differences in non-human

Figure 4. Baltimore Urban Farmstead as Pilot SLGC
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Systems, how to become an appreciative system
that fully-collaborates in the CAS we help create
(Jantsch 1975).
SCI is also working with ECSIA® to develop its
newest phase of testing, i.e., brownfield cleanup
testing. This includes research on matching specific
plant species successfully grown in ECSIA®
systems, uptake rates of plants for specific
brownfield contaminants, and production-stream
opportunities to transform brownfield contaminants
into green production resources.

Figure 5. EWFN Intersystem Services

and actions. At the same time, these differences also
express similar tendencies. For example, in the
American context and other contexts globally,
setbacks often occur due to lack of operator patience
with the time that it takes for CAS to build deeply
interconnected cultures throughout their watercycle.
Testing in the laboratory and communities and
learning-forward strategies are combining to build
the knowledge system (-creation, application,
management and diffusion) that can optimize system
performance and EWFN management effectiveness.
Testing is being used to enhance the ECSIA®
Master User Manual, Training Program and
production results; and their roles in the Pilot SLGC
in Baltimore and in other pilot community-based
SLGC .
Due to current exponential growth in artificial
intelligences (Diamandis and Kotler 2015) and the
lack of similar exponential growth in human ability
to manage complexity, testing results are also
driving SCI to apply Smart systems to bypass system
breakdowns due to operator error and thereby
optimize performance. SCI sees the global network
of regional SLGCs as crucial to sustaining the
exponential growth in local-global collaborative
information-flow needed to optimize production and
EWFN management in diverse contexts. SCI also
sees a profound opportunity for the global network
of sensors, networks and pro-active actions in
globally-interconnected regional SLGCs as
providing unique potential for SLGCs to be the
catalyst for humanity to learn, augmented by Smart

Vol 1. Issue 1. Pp 1-6

SCI is also using test results to inform design of Evillages, SLGCs, and Eco-homesteads as wholesystem production-teaching-research-demonstration
venue for people to learn how to manage their local
EWFN, and unlock complexity (Motloch 2016) to
empower people and communities to thrive by living
within their EWFN. As stated above, SCI is
facilitating construction of the first Pilot SLGC in
Baltimore. Upon operation of this SLGC, SCI and
ECSIA® will be able to test the effectiveness of this
“train > build > grow > live” process as a learningforward tool for learning how to thrive through
Complex System Co-Design (Motloch 2017).
Conclusions
ECSIA®, E-villages , SLGC and eco-homesteads
are complex adaptive systems (CAS). Their
whole-system productivity and EWFN efficiency
results from many cycles of innovation and coadaptation. Unfortunately, appreciative and coadaptive approaches are profoundly different from
the reductive approach that characterizes western
society. To successfully engage CAS, human
behavior must transform to be truly appreciative
(Jantsch 1975), and to collaborate in developing the
complexity needed for CAS to fully-regenerate and
complexify. This article closes with a call to
implement a three-step process to become
appreciative (Motloch 2017) that culminates in the
individual and community embracing CSCD as an
ethic and learning-forward as a process for helping
CAS evolve in healthy, productive and sustainable
ways.
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Information needs and response options for watershed protection and restoration
incorporates integrated storm-water management so as to improve the environmental footprint of cities
by controlling pollutants. The challenge of protecting and restoring our nation’s water resources is
exacerbated by climate variability and change which further complicates efforts to protect and enhance
water quality. Projected changes in temperature and rainfall patterns may diminish water quality by
impacting stream flow, thus altering the concentration and mobility of nutrients and sediments into
surface waters. To make informed decisions about storm-water runoff control, policy-makers will need
timely and useful information about the possible consequences, associated risks, and available policy
options. For policy makers at the local level, the implementation of ordinances offers integrated water
pollution strategies aimed at minimizing storm-water runoff and improving the quality of surface waters.
This study utilized a multimode survey approach assess the knowledge, perceptions and adherence of a
stratified sample of residents in the Chesapeake and Virginia Beach areas to local fertilizer ordinances,
and their willingness to support proposed environmental regulations that seek to address the declining
water quality of the Chesapeake Bay. The survey instrument was employed to collect data on the extent
of fertilizer use, irrigation and fertilizer practices, awareness of local fertilizer ordinances, decisionmaking influences with respect to fertilizer application, and motivators for residential maintenance
decisions. Response options should be modified to include investments in research to reduce key policyrelevant uncertainties, and measures to adapt to a changing climate in order to increase society’s
resilience to climate change. As a result, research of this nature will help policy makers and practitioners
make well-informed decisions regarding watershed protection and restoration thus limiting current and
future vulnerabilities.
2018 IJEWFN. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Storm-water runoff is one of the fastest
growing sources of pollution and a major
contributor to the declining health of surface waters
in the United States. In urban and residential
landscapes, storm-water runoff is a primary stressor
on surface waters, and resource managers concerned
with water quality protection in these areas must deal
with the adverse impacts of polluted runoff. As
such, a key initiative of water pollution management
by municipalities nationwide is minimizing nonpoint source pollution (NPS) from impervious
surfaces and reducing the impacts on waterways.
Impaired water quality can be attributed to urban
development, poor water management, economics
and agricultural practices (Zia et. al., 2013), which
poses huge challenges for stakeholders, planners,

and policy makers in their efforts to regulate NPS
pollution. The detrimental effects of urbanization on
watershed areas have prompted the adoption of Best
Management Practices (BMPs) and policies that
seek to mitigate non-point source pollution, control
storm-water runoff, and thus protect water quality.
Urban and residential sources present potential
storm-water and non-point source pollution
challenges and pose significant threats to the health
of water bodies as pointed out by Stenstrom and
Strecker (1993), in that “runoff from urban activities
has been estimated to account for substantial
proportions of the total mass of pollutants in some
receiving waters.”
The Chesapeake Bay is the largest estuary in
the United States (Figure 1) stretching 64,000 square
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point source pollution which are increasingly
miles, about 195 miles in length, and between four
to thirty miles in width at different intervals (United
flowing into our water resources. The excessive
application of fertilizers and pesticides to lawns,
States Geological Survey, 2000). As with most large
gardens and other facilities such as golf courses can
lake systems, water quality in the Chesapeake Bay is
contaminate surface waters through different
largely determined by the quality of surface runoff
from its contributing watersheds. The water quality pathways such as: direct surface runoff, seepage
through soil, and percolation into wells and
in a watershed is not only altered by natural
groundwater.
elements, but also by anthropogenic actions
(Debrewer et al., 2000). Human activities such as
1.2 Water quality and impacts on fertilizer use and
land clearing, construction, agricultural practices,
industrial processes, the altering of wetlands, and the
food production
creation of impervious surfaces give rise to increased
pollution and storm water runoff that contribute to
Weather fluctuations give rise to water
the diminished water quality of the Chesapeake Bay.
availability which have profound effects on
agricultural productivity, water resources, energy
(hydroelectric power) production, human health and
food production. Routine and extreme weatherrelated events are of primary concern to water
quality as the frequency and magnitude of high
temperature extremes, coupled with more frequent
and intense heavy precipitation events impact the
healthy functioning of watersheds. These events
have induced unprecedented algae outbreaks,
increased the amount of runoff into rivers and lakes,
and intensified saltwater intrusion into freshwater
areas and coastal groundwater due to rising sea
levels.
Furthermore, projected changes in
temperature and rainfall patterns may diminish water
quality by impacting stream flow, thus altering the
concentration and mobility of nutrients and
sediments into surface waters.
8

Figure 1: Chesapeake Bay Watershed
www.potomacriver.org/focus-areas/water-quality/icprb-and-thechesapeake-bay/

1.1 Impervious Surfaces
Urban development in the Chesapeake Bay
watershed continues at a rapid pace and runoff from
impervious surfaces in these watersheds continues to
be a major cause of degradation to freshwater bodies
and estuaries, including the Chesapeake Bay. The
watersheds of urbanized residential and commercial
regions are increasingly becoming degraded
environments, and the Chesapeake Bay watershed is
no exception. Residential development produces
large scale pollution stemming from the use of
fertilizers, pesticides, and other hazardous
household chemicals. Williams et al., (2003) from
the Alabama Cooperative Extension System, asserts
that lawns and gardens are huge contributors of non-

Hot and dry weather conditions often result
in poor nutrient uptake, reduced leaching and
denitrification, and decreased forage yields which
have grave implications for fertilizer usage. Higher
rates of residual soil nitrates occur due to decreased
downward movement of soil water, and reduced
nitrate uptake by drought-affected plants.
Subsequently, increased fertilizer application
typically occurs so as to maximize agricultural
production, for maintaining residential lawns and
gardens, upkeep of sporting fields and golf courses,
and other landscaping activities. During extreme
weather conditions, pollutants from a variety of nonpoint sources such as impervious surfaces, lawns,
and agricultural lands accumulate on land and are
eventually transported into lakes, rivers, streams,
wetlands and estuaries, thus resulting in the
declining water quality of these surface waters.
Water shortages also pose tremendous challenges for

policy makers and economists alike, thus the
availability of water as well as improved water
quality to meet current and future needs for
agriculture, food production, industry, and human
consumption have gained increasing attention by
lawmakers worldwide.
Materials and Methods
2.1 Study Site
The population sample is a statistical
representation of the Tidewater (coastal) region, a
geographic area in the eastern portion of the
Commonwealth of Virginia (Figure 2). Participants
were selected from the Chesapeake and Virginia
Beach areas, both independent cities included in
the Hampton Roads metropolitan area. The city of
Chesapeake incorporates many square miles of
protected farmland, forests, and wetlands, and
comprises the northeastern portion of the Great
Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge. East of
Chesapeake, Virginia Beach is the largest city in the
state of Virginia by total area and the third-largest
city by land area. A major portion of the city drains
to the Chesapeake Bay by way of the Lynn haven
River and its tributaries. The topography of the
Tidewater region is characterized by low, flat coastal
plains or flat lands originating at the Atlantic Coast
and extending inland to the Fall Line.

2.2 Data Collection

9

A multimode survey approach was utilized
for this study which was administered to a stratified
sample of residents in the Chesapeake and Virginia
Beach areas to determine the extent of fertilizer use
and level of homeowner support for proposed
ordinances. In designing the methodology, scientific
and factual information pertaining to the Chesapeake
Bay watershed, pollutants contributing to pollution
in the watershed, possible pollution sources and
management practices, as well as other pertinent
information were collected and combined to assist in
the development of the survey.
The survey instrument was designed using
the online Qualtrics software, and was tested and
validated by an expert panel of representatives from
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University and
Virginia State University, and was determined to be
a Minimal Risk project by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical
University. The participants were recruited from a
directory provided by the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality and from online listings of
local homeowners’ associations. The purpose of the
survey instrument was to develop questions to elicit
responses regarding current irrigation and fertilizer
practices, awareness of local fertilizer ordinances,
decision-making influences with respect to fertilizer
application, motivations for residential maintenance
decisions, concerns regarding declining water
quality, and support for existing and proposed
fertilizer ordinances.
3. Results
3.1 Homeowners’ concerns of water quality issues

Figure 2: Tidewater Region, Virginia
www.google.com/maps/place/Chesapeake/VA

Deteriorating water quality has become a
global issue of concern as land use transitions
increases, anthropogenic activities multiply, and
urban and residential activities expand. The most
prevalent water quality issue is the over-enrichment
of surface waters due to excessive inputs of nutrients
(eutrophication) which significantly impairs
beneficial uses of water. Survey results revealed that
most residents were concerned about the declining
water quality of the Chesapeake Bay and other
waterbodies in their region.
Similarly, many
residents were also concerned about the impacts of
excessive fertilizer practices that contributed to the
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over-enrichment of nutrients in the Chesapeake smaller number knew what the ordinances allowed
or prohibited with regards to fertilizer usage.
Bay. These responses indicated that respondents in
Similarly, respondents were not knowledgeable of
the Chesapeake Bay watershed are concerned with
the effectiveness of water pollution policies and how
pollution in the water channels and consider
these fertilizer ordinances assisted local
restoration efforts to be a well-needed and vital
venture. However, this concern is not often governments in managing non-point source
pollution from residential areas
complemented with comparable levels of
environmental stewardship, as residents may not
necessarily adopt new practices and behaviors that
Discussion
contribute to minimizing non-point source pollution.
Water pollution policies incorporate different
This study examined the extent of fertilizer
management methods that seek to control the
use by residential homeowners, the mediating role of
discharge of pollutants into various water bodies. general attitudes and perceptions towards local
Such policies are warranted where water bodies have
fertilizer ordinances, and impacts on current and
been severely degraded and are not functioning at
future environmental behaviors, as well as the
peak capacity. The perceptions of homeowners moderating effect of objective knowledge and its
towards suitable fertilizer practices and the scope of
influence on irrigation and fertilizer practices for the
fertilizer ordinances were not highly favorable. management of their lawns. Our findings however
However most felt that the implementation of
illustrate a common problem municipalities continue
fertilizer ordinances would contribute to improving to face, that is, a lack of knowledge or awareness of
the water quality of the Chesapeake Bay and other regulatory policies/ordinances and minimal
water bodies.
compliance. This study also determined that some
uncertainty existed as to the appropriate use of
fertilizers, as homeowners were grossly unaware of
suitable
fertilizer
application
times
and
3.2 Residential practices and knowledge of
recommended rates. Moreover, our results revealed
ordinances
that not only do these residents have relatively little
knowledge of local fertilizer ordinances, but that
Research data indicated that homeowners
existing fertilizer ordinances are not easily
engaged in fertilizer and irrigation practices to a
large extent as most respondents reported personally understood by local residents. Data from the
research showed that although a significant portion
applying fertilizers to their lawns, while a small
of respondents indicated having general knowledge
percentage indicated that they employed the services
of a professional lawn care providers.
Survey of environmental water pollution issues, they were
results further revealed that granular fertilizers (solid not aware of the requirements contained in fertilizer
ordinances, nor of the benefits they provide in
granules) was the most commonly used fertilizer,
managing non-point source pollution from
and that residents irrigated their lawns at least once
a week. The most common method of fertilizer residential landscapes.
application was broadcasting (hand-held spreaders
or walk-behind drop spreaders), with the seasons of
Homeowners have a sizeable influence on
spring and summer as the time of year for highest
the magnitude of non-point source pollution from
fertilizer application. Despite homeowners’ minimal
residential areas stemming from fertilizer practices.
knowledge of fertilizer ordinances and state
As a result, their perceptions and opinions of
requirements for irrigation and fertilizer practices, fertilizer ordinances may give insight on personal
most residents reported their willingness to follow
attitudes and behaviors. A considerable percentage
Virginia’s “fertilizer recommendation rules” and
of the respondents strongly agreed that more
“irrigation
and
lawn
management
appropriate fertilizer practices and current
recommendations.” Furthermore, there was a
recommendations associated with existing fertilizer
general consensus among respondents for the
ordinances would contribute to reducing water
provision of incentives to homeowners in promoting pollution. Although the homeowners had minimal
more suitable fertilizer practices by the government.
knowledge of Virginia’s rules and recommendations
Very few homeowners were aware of current local
regarding fertilizer and irrigation practices, they
fertilizer ordinances in their county, and an even
strongly agreed that the implementation of local

ordinances would assist in reversing the declining
water quality of the Chesapeake Bay and other
surrounding water bodies.
However, since
residential homeowners are often unaware of local
fertilizer ordinances that govern the use and
application of fertilizers, their residential activities
continue to contribute to the declining quality of
surrounding water resources due to lack of
knowledge. Given the concerns for water quality
issues in the Chesapeake Bay region, and residents
being in favor of the use of government incentives as
a means of promoting more appropriate fertilizer
practices, this suggests that the level of support for
proposed ordinance changes and future water
pollution policies may be somewhat substantial.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Response options should be modified to
include investments in research to reduce key
policy-relevant uncertainties, and measures to adapt
to a changing climate in order to increase society’s
resilience to climate change. Water quality
protection and restoration management strategies
should require the consideration of all major
sources of water pollution. This extends to include
non-point source pollution from residential
landscapes, and addressing this threat to the
Chesapeake
Bay
should
incorporate
a
comprehensive approach in identifying the
contributions
of
over-fertilization
and
understanding the options for control. This study
has emerged from the rising concern of non-point
source pollution to the Chesapeake Bay and
regulatory efforts to minimize the excessive inputs
of nutrients and sediments with policy
infrastructure aimed at changing residential
behaviors and practices.
The results of this survey demonstrated that
multimode surveys are capable of shedding light on
homeowners’ knowledge and perceptions of
fertilizer ordinances and their willingness to not only
support future water pollution policies, but to adopt
better environmental practices. As such, surveys
prove to be a good tool for incorporating stakeholder
participation into the watershed planning process, as
public involvement can greatly enhance watershed
management efforts. Furthermore, the information
obtained from the surveys in this study may not only
provide
resource
managers
with
useful
homeowners’ demographics and fertilizer practices,
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but also assist in identifying certain factors
affecting increased adherence or compliance
with
fertilizer
ordinances.
From
an
environmental perspective great strides have
been achieved in understanding, preserving and
improving the water quality of the Chesapeake
Bay. Crucial information essential to the design
and development of efficient water pollution
control policies is almost always lacking.
Despite the informational, cost or legal
constraints, policies can be established in such a
way so as to achieve specific water quality
restoration goals or other environmental goals.
Water quality concerns of the Chesapeake Bay
and improved watershed management should
propel policy makers and local officials to
implement more suitable educational
and
training
programs,
control
measures,
regulatory policies and land use practices to meet
multiple objectives in the management of nonpoint source pollution. This study’s contribution to
the scientific literature provided additional insight
on not only homeowners’ behaviors, values
and concerns regarding water pollution and
other environmental issues, but also their
perceptions, objections and expectations with
regards to various environmental practices and
future policies.
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Air quality measurements were conducted at rural and urban environment with a low-cost
particulate matter (PM) sensor and GPS receiver based portable device, which was developed to
determine the atmospheric PM concentration and distribution. Using the PM sensors and GPS
receiver data, hotspots can be identified, the air quality characteristics of crawled areas and
routes can be determined. Suggestions was made to improve the accuracy of the measurement.
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1. Introduction
The most significant indicator of ambient air quality is PM
concentration due to its impact on human health [1], visibility [2]
and climate [3-5]. Negative health effects of elevated PM
concentrations include arrhythmia, heart disease, lung cancer and
mortality [6-9]. Visibility has an effect for transport, aviation and
even mood. Regarding to the complex influence of PM, the
ambient concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 are regulated by The
United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA [10]),
the European Union (Air Quality Directive 2008/50/EC, AQD
[11]) but the World Health Organization (WHO [12]) also makes
recommendations to that. Compliance with the regulations is
checked by the environmental authorities in accordance with the
Federal Reference Methods (FRM [13]) or the Air Quality
Directive (AQD [11]). According to the standards, the
appropriate size of dust is collected by pre-separating and
filtering, and the daily and annual average concentrations of PM
are calculated by gravimetric method. Beside FRM, there are socalled Federal-Equivalent Methods (FEM [13]) approved by
EPA, which can provide hourly, quarter hourly and even
minutely data for measuring PM concentration [14]. FEMspecific methods operate according to a measurement principle
different from the gravimetric method of the FRM, such as
optical detection [15], beta-ray absorption [16] or Tapered
Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) [17]), complying
with strict requirements. FEM devices cost almost the same as
the FRM devices, but they are easier to handle and more practical
for continuous monitoring. On the market are laboratory
calibrated desktop and handheld devices (Calibrated Portable

———
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Devices) which are suitable for detecting PM, and the price is
one order of magnitude lower than the FEMs, but the results are
not accepted in official procedures. Low Cost Sensors are
available with significantly lower price (<$30), some of which
are calibrated, but their calibration is not well documented and
unreliable. Fig. 1 shows the classification of PM measurement
devices.

Fig. 1. Classification of PM measurement devices
AQD gives the opportunity to use complementary techniques
such as air quality models and indicative measurements. Lowcost dust sensors may be suitable for such indicative
measurements. Over the last decade, sensor-based air pollution
monitoring systems have become more prominent, thanks for
their low cost, small dimensions, high spatial resolution and they
can provide detailed data on air pollution in cities. Several low-
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cost sensor air pollution measurement systems can be found
worldwide from Barcelona, through Nowy Sącz and Oslo till
California or Hong Kong [18-25]. Due to their small size, the
sensors are easy to install on fix point or mobilize, and thus
become accessible to the public for air quality monitoring [2629]. In this context, we are currently experiencing a paradigm
shift in how and who observes air quality [30-32]. This paper
aims to summarize the experimental basics of a mobile PM
measurement with GPS receiver based on Raspberry PI 3 B+
(RasPI) microcontroller.

recorded in the output file. DHT22 and HP206C sensors with
temperature (T), relative humidity (RH%), and pressure (P)
values are recorded with the PM2.5 and PM10 sent by the two dust
sensors with 0.2 Hz intervals.

2. Material and methods
During the experiments, the operation of the sensors, querying
and recording of the data was made by RasPI type
microcontroller. The microcontroller was equipped with
temperature, humidity, pressure, PM sensor and GPS receiver as
Fig. 2 shows. Temperature and humidity values were provided by
a DHT22 (AM2302 chip) digital heat and humidity sensor using
a single-wire Dallas-compatible protocol. The HP206C chip
barometer was transmitted pressure data via a synchronous twowire data transfer system (I2C). The GPS receiver is equipped
with a SIM28 type chip, which communicates via serial port with
NMEA protocol, its antenna was 15 mm x 15 mm. Winsen ZH03
type sensor was used to measure PM, which also communicates
via a serial port. Like the GPS receiver, it is powered by a 5V
power supply. The sensor uses a laser light scattering method to
measure the number of PM in the air drawn by fan, and then
calculates it as a PM concentration. As output data, the PM
concentration values of less than 2.5 and 10 µm (PM2.5 and PM10)
are sent in µg/m3. According to the datasheet, the detection limit
of Winsen sensor is 0.3 µm diameter PM. Two pieces of PM
sensor were installed. Recording was done with a Python 2.7
based self-developed software directly to RasPIs SD card
memory.

Fig. 3. The assembled measuring box and its position during
the measurements
The first measurement was carried out on the
Bükkszentkereszt - Libegő route (Rural measurement, Fig. 4) on
February 24, between 9:42 and 10:42. Typically, it was sunny,
clear winter weather, accompanied by mild air movement.

Fig. 4. Rural measurement route based on recorded GPS data
(Direction of travel from green to red)
The second measurement was carried out in Miskolc on the
route of the Stadium - Bulgarföld - Kilián - Diósgyőr - Berakalja
- Diósgyőr (Urban measurement, Fig 5.) on March 3, between
19:32 and 21:45. The route is illustrated in Fig 4 based on the
recorded GPS coordinates. The starting point is at the green end
of the route and the arrival point is at the red end of the route.
The weather was cold, foggy, windless and as time progressed,
fog increased, visibility decreased.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the measuring device
Data were saved simultaneously with continuous reading at
0.2 Hz recording time. The RasPI was placed in a protective box
on which the sensors and the GPS receiver and antenna were
fixed. Zendure A3 Power Bank type 1000 mA battery was
installed in the measuring box to provide power for all part of the
device. A carabiner is mounted on the measuring box to secure it.
The measuring box was fixed on a backpack using the
carabiner (Fig. 3). At outside location the RasPI (configured as
Wi-Fi access point) was secured through Secure Shell (SSH)
with an Android-based phone. As the recording software was
started, it asked for the current date and time and then started the
measurement and recording. In addition to the date and time,
time, longitude and latitude coordinates, height values, and the
number of satellites available from the GPS receiver were

Fig. 5. Urban measurement route based on recorded GPS data
(Direction of travel from green to red)
During the Rural and Urban measurement, the GPS receiver
was not able to determine the longitude and latitude coordinates
all along the entire route, therefore the route line is not
continuous at Fig. 4 and Fig 5.
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3. Results and Discussion
During the Rural measurement, the temperature varied
between -1.6 and 16.1 °C, and the relative humidity ranged from
38% to 62%, thus varying mild. The mean barometric pressure
was 944 hPa with 2.5 hPa standard deviation (STD), as Table 1
shows. During the City measurement, the ambient temperature
varied between -1.1 and -6.4 ° C, with a relative humidity
ranging from 78.1% to 95.2%, thus varying in high level. These
values refer well with the experienced misty weather. The
average barometric pressure was 944 hPa.

Table 1. Atmospheric properties during Rural and Urban
measurements
Atmospheric
property

Pressure
[hPa]

Humidity
[%]

Temperature
[°C]

PM2.5

PM10

56

228

Rural measurement
Maximum

951.8

62.0

16.1

Minimum

936.9

38.0

-1.6

8

16

Mean

944.3

49.1

7.5

17

80

STD

2.5

4.7

3.6

20.0

5.0

296

Urban measurement
Maximum

986.5

95.2

-1.1

149

Minimum

982.5

78.1

-6.4

47

58

Mean

985.0

91.3

-4.6

91

199

STD

0.9

3.6

1.0

19.3

34.9

The mean difference between the measured PM2.5 values by
the two Winsen sensors was 5.6 µg/m3 and 17.4 µg/m3 between
PM10 concentrations. To reduce the measurement error the data
of Winsen sensors were averaged for PM distribution analysis.
On the rout of the Rural measurement the mean concentration
of PM2.5 was 17 µg/m3 and the PM10 concentration is 80 µg/m3.
PM2.5 values vary between 7 and 56 µg/m3, and PM10 values vary
between 16 and 228 µg/m3. Fig. 6 shows the PM2.5 distribution
along the road. Higher level PM2.5 concentrations were recorded
during the first section (red rectangle on Fig 6.), which goes
through the village. Fig 7. shows a closer look to the first section.
There are two easily visible red point areas in the first section
(Fig. 7) of the first measurement, which show extremely high
concentrations in a small area. These are called hotspots, which
are suitable for identifying air pollution sources.

Fig. 6. Rural measurements PM2.5 distribution

Fig. 7. Rural measurements first section with hotspots
On the route of the Urban Measurement the mean
concentration of PM2.5 is 91 µg/m3 and the mean PM10
concentration was 199 µg/m3. PM2.5 values vary between 47 and
149 µg/m3, and PM10 values vary between 58 and 296 µg/m3.
Fig. 8 shows the PM2.5 distribution along the road.

Fig. 8. Urban measurements PM2.5 distribution
Red areas were also be observed along the Urban
measurement. Some of them are pointy, others are line-shaped
areas on the route. Points are like hotspots, while line-shaped
sections show a typical value for a larger area, so they are not
suitable for identifying the pollution sources but providing
information on the ambient air quality.

Fig. 9. Rural and Urban PM2.5 concentrations and humidity
values
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The atmospheric properties are very different between the
Rural and Urban measurements. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 shows, that
during the forenoon Rural measurement low PM2.5
concentrations, low humidity and low pressure was typical. In
contrast during the evening Urban measurement high PM2.5
concentration, high humidity and high pressure values were
recorded.

Fig. 10. Rural and Urban PM2.5 concentrations and pressure
values
As Fig. 11 shows, the Urban measurement was performed
under 0 °C, but the Rural was in wide range.

The mean PM10 exposure concentration of Urban
measurement was almost twice higher than the mean
concentration of Rural measurement. The mean PM2.5 exposure
concentration was more than four times higher.
4. Conclusions
According to AQD, 'indicative measurements' are
measurements, which correspond to a less stricter data quality
objective than fixed measurements. Low cost sensors belong to
the group of indicative measurement options, because according
to their data tables they operate with 10-15% error limit under
ideal conditions. In addition, the atmospheric parameters further
increase the margin of error, but informative, indicative
measurements can be carried out with them to determine hotspots
and as well as to measure the pollution of selected areas and to
observe trends. Low-cost sensors can be calibrated with FRM
PM measuring devices and measured values can be corrected
according to individual weather conditions, so more accurate
concentration values can be used to determine the air quality of
the surveyed areas. By utilizing the mobility of PM sensors, not
only the available air quality data can be expanded, but also the
accuracy of determining the personal exposure load increase.
Personalized recommendation can be made by route and air
quality data for outdoor recreational activities. The protection
against errors caused by meteorological phenomena (gusts,
precipitation and solar radiation) can be solved with a lamellar
cover. Starting and controlling the measurement would be
simplified by developing a mobile application. The accuracy and
reliability of the GPS receiver is planned by increasing the size of
the antenna.
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Fig. 11. Rural and Urban PM2.5 concentrations and
temperature values
The measurements give an opportunity to determine the
average 1-h exposure concentration [33]. Table 2 shows the
calculated concentrations.

Table 2. Exposure concentration during Rural and Urban
measurements
Exposure concentration [µg/m3]

Hour

Rural

Urban

PM10

PM2.5

PM10

PM2.5

1.

109.9

20.7

172.7

66.3

2.

-

-

231.3

106.3

3.

-

-

207.1

96.2

Mean

109.9

20.7

203.7

89.6
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Leakage of drinking water pipelines is becoming a major operational issue for many water utility
companies all over the world. It is not unusual that the volume of Non-Revenue Water share
reaches beyond 40% of the nominal capacity of the service provider. Having always been a
considerable concern over metal structure deterioration, corrosion could gradually reduce those
infrastructures’ life in service, badly affecting their primarily designed functions, and may even
be more serious particularly in case of pipe distribution system in different soils and on the seabed.
Once a tiny leakage appears, it will obviously be accompanied by product losses, environmental
issues and in some instances, could be disasters. However, there have only been a few controlled
studies which accelerated pre-localized dissolution of metal and intended to focus on
comprehending the attenuation of iron pipes. To solve this problem, a controlled corrosion system
was built to examine removed iron mass using some mathematical-physical laws, a rough
estimation of pipe’s remaining strength is expected as well. Several sensible correlations were
established, comparisons were made to filter out the indispensable factor regulating this
phenomenon.
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1. Introduction
Operating
under
alternative
working
environments (e.g. atmospheric, soil, marine),
exposing to diversity of hazardous factors (e.g.,
temperature (Melchers and Jeffrey 2008a), time of
wetness (Grifﬁn 2006) and (Corvo et al. (2005),
coating (Race et al. 2007)), experiencing various
obstacle processes (e.g. oxidization, electrochemical
process,), ferrous metal structures are all probably at
risk to a certain degree. It is becoming increasingly
difficult to ignore the divert effect of corrosion on
metal facilities.
A considerable amount of literature has been
published on corrosive attack against steel structures
working under the marine and offshore condition
(Popoola et al. 2013, Melchers 2004, Melchers 2005,
2010, Melchers and Jeffrey 2008b, Maureen et al.
2013). A unanimous point shared within these works
———

confirmed the material degradation, resulting in
mechanical failure, i.e. strength, ductility losses.
Contemporary trending research has attempted to
analyze the joint effect of erosion and corrosion
(Mahmood and Khadom 2016) with the presence of
different concentrations of sodium chloride solution
(Asaduzzaman et al. 2011; Xie et al. 2017) on
corrosion behavior of stainless steel objects.
However, far too little attention has been paid to
create an artificial controlled electrical support
system to help to accelerate and control the corrosion
phenomenon at given locations, compare between
different electrolytes, allowing more in-depth
understanding of the corrosion mechanism on
ferrous metal pipes. The results obtained from this
study probably assist in backing up the applicability
of this artificial controlled corrosion system and lay
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emphasis on indispensable factors of this existing
phenomenon.
2. Theoretical background, material and
experimental setting
2.1. Theoretical background
The prime cause of corrosion on iron objects’
surface in humid environments (e.g. water, wet soils,
etc.) is the formation of galvanic cells resulting in the
iron dissolution at some points. Meanwhile, at other
points, oxygen from the moist air forms hydroxide
ions. It is known that the low solubility of oxygen in
water droplets minimize oxygen diffusion rate to the
metal surface; therefore, the aforementioned process
is consequently slowed down as well. The
dissolution process can be accelerated and controlled
by placing an insoluble cathode and an anodized iron
object into the brine. Basically, the ions of the
dissolved salt do not participate in the reaction,
however, acting as an elusive catalyst, nascent
chlorine helps to temporarily expedite the dissolved
iron process at anode. Sacrificial iron anode is
dissolved whilst at the cathode (particularly made of
copper) hydrogen gas evolves. These two processes
are shown in the two following equations:

intervals and corresponding measured currents
throughout the process (Fig 1.). As the hydrogen ion
content of the solution decreases during the cathode
process, the constant value of the water ionization
causes the hydroxide ions to be enriched in the
solution. Part of the iron ions in the solution react
directly to form a grayish-green iron hydroxide
precipitating according to the following equation:
Fe2+ + 2 OH- = Fe(OH)2
The other part reacts with the oxygen diffused
from the atmosphere, depositing at the bottom of the
chamber, conforming to the following equation:
4 Fe2+ + O2 + 2 H2O + 8 OH- = 4 Fe(OH)3

T

Anodic process: Fe = Fe2+ + 2 eCathodic process: 2 H+ + 2 e- = H2
If we know the current flowing through the
network, as a function of elapsed time, the amount
of removed iron can be calculated in accordance
with the Faraday constant. Since we know that iron
two cation formed in this process delivers two
electrons to the electrode during the dissolution, the
formula applied is as follows:

Where:

𝑚𝑚 =

𝑀𝑀

𝐹𝐹∙𝑧𝑧

𝑇𝑇

∙ ∫𝑜𝑜 𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (1)

m: mass of iron entering the solution [mg]
I: the current [mA], derived from the U voltage
measured across the R = 1 Ω resistor
T: total elapsed time [sec]
M: the relative atomic mass of iron, 56 [g⋅mol-1]
F: Faraday constant, 96500 [C⋅mol-1]
z: ion charge, 2 [-]
The integral value can be approximated by
summarizing all the products of the 10-second time
Vol 1. Issue 1. Pp 18-25

Figure 1. General concept of removed iron mass calculation.

Because of the chemical reactions, a large part of
the generated ions is settled in the form of a
precipitate so that the process is only slightly
influenced by the concentration of iron ions
produced. The literal interpretation of it is that the
iron-ion concentration of the solution in the
corrosion chamber cannot be calculated by the
removed iron amount.
2.2. Material
Metallic pipes in accordance with European
Standard EN10220 (MSZ EN 10220:2003) are
commonly used in transportation piping systems. It
has physical characteristic of 21.3 mm of outside
diameter, 1.8 mm of wall thickness, 0.866 kg⋅m-1 of
mass per unit length, without any coatings, galvanic
or other surface treatment. The mechanical
properties of these kind of electric welded non-alloy
steel tubes with specified low temperature properties
obtained from European Standard EN 10217-4:2002
are as follows:
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Table 1. Mechanical properties at room temperature for wall thickness T up to and including 16 mm (EN 10217-4:2002)
Steel name

Steel grade
Steel number

P215NLb
1.0451
P265NL
1.0453
a
I = longitudinal t = transverse
b
For wall thickness T ≤ 10 mm
+ 1 MPa = 1 N⋅mm-2

Upper yield strength or proof
strength
ReH or Rp0,2 min
MPa*
215
265

Tensile properties
Tensile strength
Rm

Elongation a
A min
%

MPa*
360 to 480
410 to 570

I
25
24

t
23
22

Table 2.Chemical composition (cast analysis) a, in % by mass ( EN 10217-4:2002)

Steel grade
C
Si
Mn
P
S
Cr
Mo
Ni
Altotalb Cuc
Nb
Ti
V
Steel
Steel
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
name
number
Min
Max
P215NL 1.0451
0.15
0.35
0.40
1.20
0.025 0.020 0.30
0.08
0.30
0.020
0.30
0.010 0.03
0.02
P265NL 1.0453
0.20
0.40
0.60
1.40
0.025 0.020 0.30
0.08
0.30
0.020
0.30
0.010 0.03
0.02
a
Elements not included in this Table shall not be intentionally added to the steel without the agreement of the purchaser, except for elements which
may be added for finishing the cast. All appropriate measures shall be taken to prevent the addition of undesirable elements from scrap or other
materials used in the steel making process.
b
Al/N ≥ 2, if nitrogen is fixed by niobium, titanium or vanadium the requirement for Altot and Al/N do not apply.
c
Option 2: In order to facilitate subsequent forming operation, an agreed maximum copper content lower than indicated and an agreed specified
maximum tin content shall apply.

2.3. Experimental setting

are carbon steel pipe samples for testing (Fig. 2).
These eight pipe specimens were coated cautiously
with only bare surface left on the exterior at given
positions, which we will call “Spot, hole or site”,
afterward (Fig. 3 (a) – before & (b) after corrosion
test). All of these eight coated anodes are then
arranged stably, vertically and symmetrically
alongside the four existing cathodes on a plastic
frame (Fig. 4).

A set of 12 electrical connections respectively run
from both sides of an adjustable constant current
power supply. On the negative side, there will be
four leads connect to four copper pipes working as
four cathodes. On the opposite, eight other cords
allow currents to pass through eight identical
resistors before being affixed to eight anodes, which

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the artificial, controlled setting of corrosion.

(a)
(d)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Samples’ preparation procedure and their initial weight measurement.
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Anodes

Cathodes

Resistor

Plastic frame

Digital multimeter

Corrosion chamber
Power supply
Data logger
Figure 4. The artificial corrosion device set-up in reality.

3. Working principle
Utmost caution has been taken for all steps of
experiment. First of all, either a synthetic seawater
solution with exactly 35 g salt per 1 dm3 of distilled
water or saturated gypsum solution as suspension
was prepared. Despite the fact that the solubility of
gypsum in water at 20°C is 2.531 g⋅l-1, roughly 140
times lower than the solubility of common salt (360
g⋅l-1) (Klimchouk 1996), good stirs make sure as
much gypsum as possible must be dissolved into
solvent. Subsequently, we have the brine and
gypsum solution with electrical conductivity values
of 52. mS⋅cm-1 and 2.32 mS⋅cm-1 respectively,
turning them into sensible electrolytes of corrosion
test. Meanwhile, industrial oil existing on the pipe
surface owing to the manufacture process was
removed by thoroughly scrubbing with acetoneabsorbed cleaning tissue. Damp-proof sticky notes
then were attached adhesively on the pipe surface in
either longitudinal or circumferential direction.
Finally, there was a pipe samples coating process
followed by at least two days of drying in ventilated
room-temperature chamber of a desiccator. Besides,
all pipe samples were done mass measurement
preceding and following corrosion test (Fig. 3 (c) &
(d)). The corrosion tests have been carried out
continuously over diverse periods of time, varying
from around 210 minutes to about 240 minutes.
From time to time, several cross checks have been
done with the support of a digital multimeter (Fig.
2). Dozens of corrosion tests have been done
consecutively within about one and a haft month
time resulting in 82 corroded pipe samples which are
going to be used for the bending test.
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As for the number and position of holes, there
were three standard spot sizes adopted in order to
create bare metal surface on pipe samples. They are
in circular shape with diameters of 6.3 mm for small
size, 8.45 mm for the medium size and 10 mm for
the large one. Depending on testing possibilities,
these sites could be stood alone or in group of 2 or 3,
in either longitudinal or circumferential direction.
Therefore, the pre-made stamps on the specimen
surface may vary in number of spots, sizes and
patterns. Since the pipe samples were all made by
cold forming process, there is always an alongside
tangential line on each. In order to get reliable
results, the above-mentioned sites should
consequently be located on the opposite side of this
line.
With respect to applied devices, applying
potential was provided by an adjustable direct
current power supply. Among these series of test,
anodic-hold potential was always set at value of 4.1
V. Four pairs of pipes bearing resemblance to each
other were assembled and arranged symmetrically
onto the plastic frame alongside four same attached
copper pipes. This whole set of eight anodes and four
cathodes were then put vertically in an inert material
chamber before being connected to direct current
power supply. A set of eight 1 Ω resistors in
combination with chronological voltage data from
measurement were used to compute eight parallel
currents running through eight pairs of anodecathodes. These primary numbers are needed one
further simple calculation to get the iron released
mass from each anode or in other word our pipe
specimen.
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illuminated the negligible and significant factors and
4. Results
their interactive relationships (Fig. 8).
Some influencing factors of the corrosion could be
Statistical analyses of the corrosion test result
referred including extrinsic ones like exposing time,
showed that the corrosion intensity (specific iron
media, number and position of sites per anode,
mass removal) is statistically independent from both
temperature, etc., and even intrinsic one such as
the number, size and direction of the spots, as well
sample’s chemical components. The examination
as the position of the investigated tube in the
result of this research would gradually bring up the
key factors driving the significant consequence of corrosion chamber. However, it is closely dependent
on the electrolyte type (i.e. sodium chloride solution
metal pipe’s deterioration.
or gypsum suspension) and possibly on the tube
Since a sensible statistical analysis should only be
composition that was not investigated in this
carried out on a group of comparable data, relatively research.
similar in value, they could be the amount of
removed iron from the identical pipe samples at a
given time of testing (Fig 5.). Another characteristic
parameter is the amount of removed iron mass from
a unit of surface area, describing the corrosion
intensity, that is called later as specific removed iron
mass (Fig. 6). This parameter eradicates the
influence of spot size as well. The slope obtained
from best-fit line of the removed iron mass vs. time
curve gives information on the dissolution rate of
iron during the electrochemical corrosion process,
which is already a time-independent parameter (Fig.
7). Using this time and spot size independent
parameters we could only focus on the effect of other
Figure 5. Common range of removed iron mass versus time
driving factors on corrosion pace.
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Where:

𝑣𝑣 =

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(2)

for various spot sizes and numbers in the experiments

∂m: Removed iron mass in a unit of time [mg]
∂t: unit of time [sec]
v: the slope value, indicating dissolution rate of iron,
56 [mg⋅s-1]
Where:

𝑖𝑖 =

𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑆

(3)

m: mass of iron entering the solution [mg]
S: the exposing surface area [mm2]
i: corrosion intensity or specific removed iron mass
[mg⋅mm-2]
𝑎𝑎 =

𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(4)

a: Corrosion rate [mg⋅mm-2⋅s-1]
ANOVA statistical analysis was applied to inspect
the influence of directional distribution of spots, spot
sizes, electrolyte types on corrosion rate of
analogous specimens (Tab. 3) which clearly

Figure 6. Common range of specific removed iron mass
versus time for various spot sizes in the experiments

5. Conclusions and recommendations
The outcome of this work has showed no
significant difference in rate of the corrosion
intensity (specific iron removal rate) between tubes
with distinction of number of spots, spot orientation,
and immersion time in a stable temperature
condition of lab room. The relatively unanimous
results of corrosion intensity attained from hundreds
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of corrosion tests have indicated that there were
nothing but random errors from this artificial
corrosion system measured in each electrolyte. The

measurements are repeatable and coherent,
therefore, the reliability of this corrosion setting is
proven

Figure 7. Removed iron mass on different size spotted pipe in a unit of time
Table 3. ANOVA analysis on corrosion rate regarding directional position of spots on pipe samples
Directional
position

N
Analysis

N Missing

Mean
(mg.s-1.m-2)

Standard Deviation
(mg.s-1.m-2)

SE of Mean
(mg.s-1.m-2)

(a) Single group of 1
small spotted pipe

Along

6

0

413.13

143.07

58.41

Cross

7

0

447.78

90.05

34.03

(b) Double group of 2
medium spotted pipe

Along

8

0

551.44

44.66

15.79

Cross

8

0

553.59

75.33

26.63

(c) Double group of 2
large spotted pipe

Along

4

0

542.46

53.44

26.72

Cross

4

0

538.28

22.30

11.15

(d) Double group of 3
medium spotted pipe

Along

6

0

480.27

19.23

7.50

Cross

2

0

506.49

9.94

7.02

Pattern of spots

Figure 8. Difference of corrosion rate referring to different driving factors
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Temperature Properties
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International).
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1. Introduction
The need for advancing the Circular Economy is beyond
doubt in the context of sustainable development and the fight
against climate change. However while everybody agrees on the
objective, the ways and means to achieve this remain less clear.
Current barriers are first and foremost related to the inherent
difficulties of the concept of the circular economy and have to do
with structural issues of the businesses involved but also with
behavioural aspects of individuals and organisations involved in
the process. This short commentary addresses first the nature of
the barriers to circularity and then the possible enabling role of
information and communication technologies. To the extent that
companies can achieve the transition towards a servitization of
their products (products as a service) they may possibly succeed
in translating the different components to digital occurrences
through the appropriate ICT applications and components.
However this will need a consistent business approach to digital
transformation which presents its own hurdles.
2. The imperative for a Circular Economy
Defining the Circular Economy could be a daunting task,
since, despite the apparently clear concept, a lot of underlying
difficulties remain. Hence a recent trend is to go for a metadefinition (definition based on a synthesis of other definitions).
One of them identifies the Circular Economy in the following
terms: “….an economic system that is based on business models
which replace the ‘end-of-life’ concept with reducing,

alternatively reusing, [and] recycling […] materials in
production/distribution and consumption processes, […], with the
aim to accomplish sustainable development, which implies
creating environmental quality, economic prosperity and social
equity, to the benefit of current and future generations”
(Kirchherr et al., 2017, pp.224–225).
While there is an ongoing interest in the academic circles (but
also in the mainstream media) on the circular economy the
concept is not entirely new. Its origins can be traced back in the
‘60s with the discussion continuing until the end of the century
and beyond. The recent strong diffusion of the basic idea by the
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2013) gave it a strong impetus and drew considerable support by
policy makers and prominent industries worldwide, in the light of
the adoption of the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Supporters of the Circular Economy appreciated its concrete
objectives and analysis and have seen that, probably for the first
time, tangible results could be within reach. The benefits
promised by the concept were huge: not only on making
Sustainable Development a reality but also touching on concrete
economic benefits: for instance the Circular Economy could help
reduce CO2 emissions by a whopping 48%, while creating some
two million additional jobs in the European Union until 2030 and
producing a net economic benefit of EUR 1.8 trillion.
Reminding the reader that the Circular Economy is an
imperative for humanity may seem today quite trivial. During the
last 20 years, a strong academic literature has demonstrated the
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key benefits for adopting new consumption models privileging
resource efficiency. We need to learn how to move away from
the dominant model of “take, make and dispose” towards a
different approach that evaluates and critically reappraises the
role and the value of everything that is materially produced and
consumed. More importantly we need to apply serious designthinking like approaches in all production processes that
ultimately should minimise waste, ensure to the maximum extent
possible the re-usability of the whole or the parts of marketable
products and create ‘authentic’ consumer responses that would
prevent wasting precious resources, while privileging re-use. And
this is not unimportant: McKinsey calculates that about 80
percent of the $3.2 trillion worth of materials used by industry is
never recovered.
However recycling is very different from a genuine circular
economy process. In a circular economy, the production process
becomes a systemic component for circularity as it has to be
identifiable at all levels of the products life cycle. The potential
of using non-toxic and pure components that at the end of their
cycle could safely return to the biosphere, is crucial. Maximising
the safe use of such cycles is critical and will ultimately define
the context of circularity we want to achieve.
Such an approach calls for a radical departure of conventional
roles. In the circular economy consumer profiles are replaced by
user ones but such a consideration redefines the whole scenario
for company behaviour and pushes for a whole new model that
abandons ‘ownership’ with ‘temporary and controlled usage’ for
circular economy products. This trend changes fundamentally the
economic interplay for companies that wish to engage in the
circular economy and creates new classes of problems that have
to do with material management, quality control and integrated
information management of the different design, production,
lease, collection and re-use of the thus manufactured products.
3. The stumbling blocks: overcoming barriers on the road to
circularity
Devising and managing a specialised information system on
the circular economy is theoretically possible. It could be
conceptualised like a central database that would store all kinds
of parameters on the material state of products of the physical
world that would need to address the issues of circularity.
However before designing any information system, there is a
need to identify well the underlying components of the entity or
organization this is about to serve. Moreover it is necessary to
identify the barriers that are inherent in the Circular Economy
concept as a whole and prevent it to happen in the first place.
Before however identifying the barriers, it is useful to stress
the potential and the strengths of the Circular Economy. A
seminal report by the Ellen McArthur Foundation has identified
four principles that characterise the circular economy in terms of
value creation: these refer to: (a) the ‘power of the inner circle’
minimises the life-cycle of the product’s use and allows it to
return to active use faster and less modified (b) the ‘power of
circling longer’ refers to optimising the number of successive
cycles as well as the timing of each cycle (c) the ‘power of
cascaded use’ refers to reuse diversification across the value
chain (multiple diversified instances of the same material,
coming up as different product and (d) the ‘power of pure circles’
denotes that materials may come forward into several
‘uncontaminated streams’ that have an impact on their lifetime
and productivity.
These four principles may guide the firms wishing to engage
towards the circular economy to new organisational and business
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models that are able to deliver results that are viable and
economically sound. At the same time these business models
have to be highly innovative and this presents firms with
significant conceptual and organisational challenges. Such
systems have emerged recently as Product-Service-Systems
(PSS) (Beuren, F.H., Ferreira, M.G.G. & Miguel, P.A.C. (2013))
putting the emphasis from product to service orientation. These
systems require exceptional innovativeness and are highly
demanding. But they tend also to be most appropriate for pushing
forward sustainable development.
Firms that are able to advance in this path are beneficial for
the Circular Economy but they still have to struggle with at least
three challenges: resources scarcity, reduced environmental
impact and tangible economic gains. In order to be able to cope
with these challenges, firms have to be able to manage and apply
the so-called four R strategies, namely: repair, reuse, recondition
and recycle. These can be better addressed if the concept of
developing a product as a service is widely applied (Tukker, A.
& Tischner, U., 2006).
Moving on to these strategies though, can face a lot of
barriers, most often linked with structural, economic or
behavioural factors. Such barriers are linked to behaviour and
knowledge, value chain integration, as well as technology used.
A better information and data exchange between suppliers and
producers and between producer and customers could provide
solutions. Some of these barriers can be addressed with new
innovative attitudes but others require metrics and metrics
management. These last ones can be better handled through
information technologies.
To overcome such problems the help of information and
communication technologies is crucial. Managing information of
such complexity is close to impossible without the use of a
sophisticated information system that would allow data storage,
referencing and retrieval. But here is where the real problem
starts.
4. Enabling the Digital Transition to a Circular Future: Tools
and Pathways
The last part of the 20th century and the beginnings of the new
one have seen unprecedented advances in ICT (Information and
Communication Technologies). The advent and the generalised
use of the Internet has paved the way for major breakthroughs
that are gradually becoming mainstream like the Internet of
Things (IoT), big data, analytics, artificial intelligence (AI) and
robotics. Such advances suggest they can potentially be used to
advance the Circular Economy in novel ways, helping material
tracing across supply chains, identify products and track their
status, signalling stages in their use. Thus technology can support
the conception and implementation of business models like
products as services, radically powering the ‘servitization” of
product delivery.
Several possibilities emerge, but a specific number of
functionalities seems to be at the core of this trend: in particular
the literature refers to: improving product design, focusing on
particular customer base, monitoring product activity, providing
technical assistance, delivering preventive and predictive
maintenance, optimizing product use, delivering possible
upgrades, reinforcing renovation and catering for product end-oflife activities. Among the developing technologies that can
deliver on such functionalities, IoT could be classified as the
more promising as it can be used for most of the monitoring and
acting remotely functions identified above. Big data and analytics
can be used to track and evaluate the state of products, improve
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predictive maintenance and reduce waste, as they are able to
identify the exact status of constituent parts and deliver literally
only what’s needed. Blockchain can also be used to better
document and track data and procedures, adding to overall trust
at the system.

To advance on this path, we need to raise awareness about
available technologies, document existing technological
possibilities and raise awareness and skills among professionals
and the general public. Pilot-projects can be used to test model
implementations corresponding to different real world cases and
provide some practical blueprints, especially to the Small and
Medium Size enterprises (SME) that are not generally ready to
adopt new innovative business models. Documentation and
systematic training should become available to the vast majority
of businesses, together with appropriate mechanisms for
assessment, monitoring and control of model implementations.
Legislation must enable such efforts that have to be on a
significant scale in order to be efficient and bring a real impact
for the Circular Economy.
The widespread transformation of business models towards
servitized ones will take time, with a lot of uncertainties about
the ways to follow. History has repeatedly proven that it is very
difficult to foresee which kind of innovative technologies can
survive the test of time and remain competitive in the market. It
is also true that there are many barriers to the development and
wider use of such technologies, such as lock-in to existing ones,
price signals that tend to favour less eco-efficient solutions, and
complicated access to finance. Consumer awareness will be also
critical as behavioural responses will largely determine the
success or failure of new initiatives. One major challenge is
therefore to improve the overall performance of the new
servitized products throughout their life-cycle, in order to
improve demand. Improved services to customers through
advanced ICT for the Circular Economy could have a huge
positive impact towards its adoption and success.
However such a perspective assumes a widespread adoption
of advanced ICT by businesses across the board, which is not yet
the case. Despite the fact that everybody acknowledges the need
for digital transformation a lot of companies hesitate to take the
plunge. Multiple causes have been identified by researchers and
these range from lack of vision, no real sense of urgency
regarding relevant needs, cultural objections but also institutional
barriers. Starting from the top, leadership adherence is one of the
most important impediments to transforming digitally the
enterprise. Essentially a matter of vision about the nature and the
evolving structure of business, lack of leadership motivation on
pushing ahead with the digital transformation is crucial (and this
has enormous implications also for the drive to servitization of
products). Other factors include inertia to move forward from
legacy (but still working) technologies, resistance from older
staff and some kind of ‘change fatigue’ that may delay or stop
new initiatives from happening.
For businesses wishing to move to Circular Economy
solutions, adoption of a positive attitude to embracing new
technologies is key. To this end, an integrated strategy is
essential, combining the steps towards transforming the way end
products are produced, delivered and serviced, together with
ways to embrace and adapt digital solutions. To move forward,
managerial solutions are necessary, together with technological
ones. Providing for example incentives to staff to advance on the
digital transformation may positively accelerate things.
Introducing moral incentives is not costly and can make a
difference: digital champions could be used to motivate and
inspire transformative change across departments and provide

role models to follow. The need for entire organisations to move
to a digital circular economy is greater than ever.
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In this paper, spatial downscaling of monthly wind speeds from global scale to a river basin
scale is carried out using a novel machine learning technique called Support Vector Machine
(SVM). Subsequently, temporal disaggregation of the projected wind speed from monthly to
daily scale is performed using modified exponential equation extracted from SWAT model and a
k – nearest neighbor technique developed in this study. The effectiveness of the downscaling
and disaggregation models is demonstrated through application to wind speed over the
catchment of Malaprabha reservoir in India. For downscaling, the probable predictor variables
are extracted from (i) the NCEP reanalysis dataset for the period 1978-2000 and (ii) the
simulations from the third generation Canadian Global Climate Model (CGCM3) for SRES
emission scenarios A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT for the period 1978-2100. Large-scale
atmospheric variables such as zonal and meridional wind velocities at 925mb are considered as
predictors. The scatter plots and cross correlations are used for verifying the reliability of the
simulation of the predictor variables by the CGCM3 and to study the predictor-predictand
relationships. The downscaled monthly wind speed is disaggregated to daily wind speed values.
The performances of the SVM and disaggregation models were evaluated. The results of
downscaling show that wind speed is not projected to change in future for A1B, A2, B1 and
COMMIT scenarios. The performance evaluation of the temporal disaggregation models
developed show that the k – nearest neighbor technique developed in this study performs better
than the modified exponential equation extracted from SWAT model.
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1.

Introduction
The spatial and temporal variation of wind speed has impact
on evaporation, evapotranspiration, agriculture, forestry, soil
erosion, wind energy generation, thermal comfort, structural
design, Earth’s surface fluxes and ocean mixing (Debele et al.,
2007, Pyror et al., 2006, Roderick and Farquhar, 2005).
Renewable energy sources like wind can be used to meet the
shortage of power and energy, while decreasing the carbon
footprints and pollution levels (Nagababu et al., 2015). Wind
speeds are important for aviation, wind energy, engineering,
public safety (Tang and Bassill, 2018), planning wind farms
(Shin et al., 2018), climate impacts such as insurance industry,
coastal erosion, forest and infrastructure damage, storm surges,
air–sea exchange, pollutant diffusion evaluation, wind energy
resource estimation and construction issues (Salameh et al.,
2009). Changes in surface wind speed may act as a positive or
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negative feedback (positive feedback as higher latent heat flux
would increase humidity in the atmosphere which could
increase the greenhouse effect and negative feedback as higher
winds would imply higher sensible and latent heat fluxes which
lead to lower surface temperature) to global warming and may
strongly influence climate change, wind speed can be
considered as an indicator of climate change. Hence it is
necessary to assess the implications of climate change on wind
speeds at both global and local scales. In general, local scale is
defined based on geographical, political or physiographic
considerations and is of the order of hundreds of square
kilometers.
At a global scale, General climate models (GCMs) simulate
climatic conditions on earth, hundreds of years into the future,
for plausible future climates referred as scenarios. Since
climate scenarios envisage assessment of future developments
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in complex systems, they are often inherently unpredictable,
insufficiently assessed, and have high scientific uncertainties
(Carter et al., 2001). Therefore it is preferable to consider a
range of scenarios in climate impact studies to better reflect the
uncertainties of the possible future climate changes (Houghton
et al., 2001). The scenarios which are studied in this paper are
relevant to Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s
(IPCC’s) fourth assessment report which is to be released in
2007.
So far, GCMs are unable to simulate local climatic
conditions (Houghton et al., 2001). Hence in the past decade,
techniques such as downscaling and disaggregation have been
developed to transfer information on climate variables from
coarser scale to finer scale in both time and space (Debele et
al., 2007, Venugopal et al., 1999a and 1999b).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 presents the background of the study. The description of the
study region and motivation for its selection are provided in
section 3. Section 4 provides details of data used in the study.
Section 5 describes the selection of probable predictor variables
for downscaling. Section 6 explains the proposed methodology
for development of SVM model for downscaling monthly wind
speed to river basin scale and the algorithm proposed for
temporal disaggregation of the same. Section 7 presents the
results and discussion. Finally, section 8 provides summary of
work presented in the paper and conclusions drawn from the
study.
2.
Background
This section briefly outlines the statistical methods available
from literature for downscaling and disaggregation of wind
speed. The downscaling methods in vogue in literature, the
advantages of SVM for downscaling, the fundamental principle
of SVM and its formulation are discussed in detail in Anandhi
et al. (2008) and Anandhi et al. (2014). A review of latest
literature on downscaling of wind speed using statistical
downscaling methods is presented in Table 1.
The techniques that have been used for disaggregation of
wind speed include those which are based on (i) modified
exponential equation used in Soil and Water Assessment tool
(SWAT, Neitsch et al., 2001, Debele et al., 2007) (ii)
polynomial functions (cosine functions, Green and Kozk 2003,
Debele et al., 2007) and (iii) modeling wind as a random
variable by Weibull or lognormal distributions (Siaka, 2005,
Essenwanger, 1976).
To the knowledge of the authors, no studies have been
carried out in India on downscaling and/or disaggregation of
wind speed to a river basin scale nor are we aware of any such
studies on the third generation Canadian General Circulation
Model (CGCM3) simulation of climate change on river basin
scale for various IPCC scenarios using Least Square-Support
Vector Machine (LS-SVM).
3.
Study Region
This study considers the catchment of Malaprabha reservoir
in the Karnataka state of India. It has an area of 2564 km2
situated between 15°30’ N and 15°56’ N latitudes and 74° 12’
E and 75°15’ E longitudes. The wind speeds are high during
the monsoon season (June to September) and low during
November, December and January months. The mean monthly
wind speed is approximately 9.6 km/hr during the peak
monsoon (July), while in non-monsoon months the mean
monthly wind speed varies from 3 to 6 km/hr (Figure 1). The
Malaprabha basin is one of the major lifelines for the arid
regions of north Karnataka (possibly the largest arid region in
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India outside the Thar desert). Malaprabha reservoir supplies
water for irrigation to the districts of northern Karnataka with
an irrigable area of 218191 hectares. The location map of the
study region is shown in Figure 2.
Regions with an arid and semi-arid climate could be
sensitive to even insignificant changes in climatic
characteristics (Linz et al., 1990). The ill effects of high wind
speed include increase in the rate of evaporation of water,
increase in aridity, poor crop growth and reduction in yield due
to mechanical damage to crops (e.g., stripping of leaves,
abrasion in plant canopies through rubbing, Cleugh et al.,
1998).
The present study is motivated to develop effective
downscaling and disaggregation models to assess implications
of climate change on wind speed in Malaprabha river basin of
India. Herein a river basin refers to the portion of land drained
by many streams and creeks that flow downhill to form
tributaries to the main river. Change in wind speed has
implications on evaporation of water from the Malaprabha
reservoir, water availability for irrigation, evapotranspiration
and growth and yield of crops in its command area, which is
prone to water shortage and is considered to be a climatically
sensitive region. In this study spatial downscaling of monthly
wind speeds from global scale to a river basin scale is carried
out using a novel machine learning technique called Support
Vector Machine (SVM, Vapnik, 1995, Vapnik, 1998).
Subsequently, temporal disaggregation of the downscaled
monthly wind speed is performed using the modified
exponential equation extracted from SWAT model and a k–
nearest neighbor technique (Fix and Hodges, 1951) developed
in this study.

Figure 1. Wind speed in the study region.

Figure 2. Location map of the study region in Karnataka, India.
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Table 1. Literature on

SN
1

Predictor
variance and power spectral
density of wind observations

Time Scale
Daily wind
speed

Data
New York State Mesonet (NYSM)
observations. Automated Surface
observing System (ASOS) station

2

1st to 4th orders moments

3

Wind speed

53 weather stations operated by the
Korean Meteorological Administration
Weather stations and NCEP including
model output GEFS, SREF, ARW

4

10-m wind gust, ua, va, ta, sea
level air pressure

hourly wind
speed
Range from
hourly to daily
wind speed

5

Surface pressure, zonal and
meridional wind speeds

6

zg at 500 hPa

7

Daily wind
speed

Daily wind
speed, fall and
winter data
mean and standard deviation of Monthly
rv_5 and mslp
parameter of
probability
distribution of
wind speed

8

Geotropic wind 17 pressure
levels

9

ua_850,
va_850,
wind_dir, ps
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ta_850,

Wind speed,
wind
direction,
wind power
Daily
wind
speed

104 stations, NCEP, CGCM3.1/T63,
CNRMCM3, CSIRO Mk3.0,
ECHAM5 (from the Max Planck
Institute), ECHO-G, GFDL CM2, and
MIROC3.2,SRES A2 and B1
CGCM 3.1, CRCM 4.2, SRES A2
scenario
ERA-40
BCCR-BCM2.0, BCC-CM1,
CGCM3.1, CNRM-CM3,
ECHAM5/MPI-OM, GFDL-CM2.0,
GISS-ModelE20/Russell, IPSL-CM4,
MIROC3.2 (medium resolution), and
MRI-CGCM2.3.2. A2 scenario.
NCEP/NCAR, Canadian Mesoscale
Compressible Community Model
(MC2)
NCEP, KAMM, MM5, HIRLAM

31

predictor selection in statistical downscaling using transfer functions.

Technique
The resolved component is a biascorrected. The unresolved component is
trained to match the variance and power
spectral density of wind observations at
the location
Weibull Distribution Using Scaling
Property
Fetch-Based Statistical Method to

Region
New York
State,
USA

Reference
Tang and
Bassill
(2018)

South
Korea
Central
Florida,
USA
Canada

Shin et al.
(2018)
Holdman
et al.
(2017)
Cheng et
al. (2014)

multiple linear regression (LR) based on
stepwise variable selection; and (ii)
Bayesian neural networks (ANN).
clustering techniques, k-means
algorithm, Generalized Additive Model
(GAM)
2 parameter Weibull probability density
function multiple linear regression of the
parameters.

Canada

Gaitan and
Cannon
(2013)
Salameh
et al.,
(2009)
Pryor et
al. (2006)

Wind Energy Simulation Toolkit
(WEST),
statistical-dynamical
downscaling approach

Gaspe
region of
Canada.

Yu et al.
(2006)

WINDENG-Statistical-dynamic downscaling approach. Wind divided into
classes, then RCM MM5 to downscale

Germany

Dierer et
al. (2005)

Multiple stepwise regression, stepwise
orthogonal regression, and
autocorrelation correction regression.
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Southern
France
Northern
Europe
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10

parameters of probability
distributions of slp,

Probability
distribution of
wind speed

11

mean and standard deviation of
rv_5 and mslp

12

local roughness lengths by
physical method, wind speed of
nearest GCM grid point.
slp

Monthly
probability
distribution of
wind speed
Wind speed

13
14

15

16

Basic factors – geographical
effect like latitude, longitude,
altitude, seasonal cycle, 6
previous days wind speed;
external factors
ta_s, ta_8, ta_7, ua_s, ua_8,
va_s, ua_7, slp, va_8, va_7,
h_s, h_8, h_7, zg_s, zg_8, zg_7
and slp.
Geostropric 8 , components and
vertical
temperature gradient.

17

Surface winds

18

zg_7
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ECMWF, GFDL CM2.0, GISS
ModelE-R, IPSL CM4 V1,
MIROC3.2, MRI_CGCM2. A2
scenario
ECHAM4/OPYC3 A2 scenario,
Rossby Centre Coupled RCM
(RCAO), NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis

2 parameter Weibull probability density
function

Northern
Europe

Pryor et
al.
(2005a)

2 parameter Weibull probability density
function, multiple linear regression of
the parameters
compared with RCAO
physical–statistical
downscaling, regression equation

Northern
Europe

Pryor et
al.
(2005b)

Netherland
s

Oct – Dec
month wind
speed
Daily
maximum
wind speed

ECMWF T106 ERA-15, time-slice
experiments of CO2 and CTR climate
scenarios
NCEP, wind speed datasets

PCA, CCA

Europe
(0.25)

De Rooy
and Kok
(2004)
Lionello et
al. (2003)

Generalized linear models

Northern
Europe

Yan et al.
(2002)

Daily

Community Climate Model (CCM),
transient run in which CO2 was
increased at 1% per annum until a
2_CO2
GESIMA (Geesthacht Simulation
Model of the Atmosphere).

Feed forward Neural network

USA
sites)

Cluster analysis

-

ECMWF, sodars, radiosonde,
constant-level balloon

Extrapolation

Austria

ECHAM 1 x CO1, 2 x CO2,

PCA, k-means clustering algorithm, For
circulation pattern, space-time statistical
structure of daily mean wind speed, a
suitable AR model

USA
(7 Galambos
stations)
i et al.
(1996)

-

Upper level
winds, Day ,
night wind
speed, wind
direction
Daily April,
July, October
and January

High Resolution Limited Area Model
(HIRLAM),
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Table 2: Special Report on Emission Scenarios
Name of
IPCC
Scenarios

Dataset

Description

20C3M

Climate of the Atmospheric CO2 concentrations and other
20th Century
input data are based on historical records or
(20c3m)
estimates beginning around the time of the
Industrial Revolution.

COMMIT

Year 2000 CO2 Atmospheric CO2 concentrations are held at 2001 –
maximum
year 2000 levels. This experiment is based
2100
on conditions that already exist (e.g.,
(COMMIT)
“committed” climate change).

SRES B1

550 ppm CO2
maximum
(SRES B1)

Atmospheric CO2 concentrations reach 550
ppm in the year 2100 in a world
characterized by low population growth,
high GDP growth, low energy use, high
land-use changes, low resource availability
and medium introduction of new and
efficient technologies.

2001 –
2100

SRES A1B

720 ppm CO2
maximum
(SRES A1B)

Atmospheric CO2 concentrations reach 720
ppm in the year 2100 in a world
characterized by low population growth,
very high GDP growth, very high energy
use, low land-use changes, medium
resource availability and rapid introduction
of new and efficient technologies.

2001 –
2100

SRES A2

850 ppm CO2
maximum
(SRES A2)

Atmospheric CO2 concentrations reach 850
ppm in the year 2100 in a world
characterized by high population growth,
medium GDP growth, high energy use,
medium/high land-use changes, low
resource availability and slow introduction
of new and efficient technologies.

2001 –
2100

4.

Duration

1870 –
2000

Data
The reanalysis data of atmospheric variables of the study
region, prepared by National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP; Kalnay et al., 1996), are extracted at
monthly time scale for the period January 1978 to December
2000. The atmospheric variables are extracted for 9 grid points
whose latitudes range from 12.5°N to 17.5°N and longitudes
range from 72.5°E to 77.5°E at a spatial resolution of 2.5°.
The mean wind speeds are estimated for the study region at
monthly time scale using records available from two wind
gauging stations. One of these stations is located in
Santhebastwadi at 15°46’ N latitude and 74°27’ E longitude
and the other is situated in Gadag at 15°25’ N latitude and
75°38’ E longitude. The gauging station at Santhebastwadi lies
in the catchment of Malaprabha reservoir and has records for
the period January 1992 to December 2000. The station at
Gadag, lies in the command area of Malaprabha reservoir and
has records for the period January 1978 to December 2000.
Primary source of the data is Water Resources Development
Organization, Government of Karnataka, India.
The GCM data used in the study are simulations obtained
from CGCM3 of the Canadian Center for Climate Modeling
and
Analysis
(CCCma),
from
website
http://www.cccma.bc.ec.gc.ca/. The data comprise of presentday (20C3M) and future simulations forced by four emission
scenarios specified in Special Report on Emission Scenarios
(SRES) namely, A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT. A brief
explanation of these scenarios is presented in Table 2. The
climate data are extracted at monthly time scale for the period
January 1978 to December 2100, for nine grid points whose
latitude ranges from 12.99°N to 20.41°N and longitude ranges
from 71.25°E to 78.75°E. The spacing between CGCM3 grid
lines is uniform along the longitude (3.75°) and nearly uniform
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along the latitude (approximately 3.75°). The spatial domain of
climate variables is chosen based on Wilby and Wigley (2000).
The GCM data are re-gridded to a common 2.5° using Grid
Analysis and Display System (GrADS; Doty and Kinter, 1993).
The monthly precipitation in the monsoon trough region
whose latitude ranges from 17°N to 24°N and longitude ranges
from 71.25°E to 85°E generated by NCEP, CGCM3 and Indian
Meteorological department are extracted.
The development of model for downscaling the predictand
variable wind speed begins with selection of potential
predictors, followed by training and validation of the SVM
downscaling model. The developed model is then used to
obtain projections of monthly wind speed from simulations of
CGCM3. Finally, the downscaled wind speeds are temporally
disaggregated to daily values.
5.
Probable predictor selection for downscaling
The selection of appropriate predictors for downscaling
predictands is one of the most important steps in a downscaling
exercise (Hewitson and Crane, 1996, Cavazos and Hewitson,
2005). The choice of predictors could vary from region to
region depending on the characteristics of the large-scale
atmospheric circulation and the predictand to be downscaled.
Any type of variable or calculated index can be used as
predictor as long as it is reasonable to expect that there exists a
relationship between the predictor and the predictand
(Wetterhall et al., 2005, Venugopal et al., 1999a and 1999b).
Often, in climate impact studies, predictors are chosen as
variables that are: (i) reliably simulated by GCMs and are
readily available from archives of GCM output and reanalysis
datasets, (ii) strongly correlated with the predictand (iii) based
on previous studies and (iv) having trend similar to that of the
predictand to be downscaled.
For this study, large scale atmospheric variables namely
zonal and meridional wind velocities at 925mb, which are often
used for downscaling wind speed, are considered as probable
predictors. The predictor variables have a physically
meaningful relationship with the predictand (wind speed).
Scatter plots and cross-correlations are in use to select
predictors (Anandhi et al,. 2009, Dibike and Coulibaly, 2006).
In this study, scatter plots are prepared and cross-correlations
are
computed
to
investigate
the
presence
of
nonlinearity/linearity in dependence structure (i) between the
probable predictor variables in NCEP and GCM datasets
(Figures 3a) and (ii) between the probable predictor variables in
NCEP dataset and the predictand (Figure 3c). The crosscorrelations are estimated using three measures of dependence
namely, product moment correlation (Pearson, 1896),
Spearman’s rank correlation (Spearman, 1904a, Spearman,
1904b) and Kendall’s tau (Kendall, 1951). Scatter plots and
cross-correlations between each of the predictor variables in
NCEP and GCM datasets are useful to verify if the predictor
variables are realistically simulated by the GCM (Figure 3a and
3b). The same between the predictor variables in NCEP dataset
and the predictand (Figure 3c and 3d) are useful to verify if the
predictor and predictand are well correlated.
6.
Methods of Analysis
This section briefly explains the methodology proposed for
development of SVM model for downscaling wind speed from
GCM scale to river basin scale and the algorithm proposed for
temporal disaggregation of the downscaled wind speed from
monthly scale to daily scale.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Scatter plots and cross correlation bar plots to
investigate dependence structure between probable predictor
variables in NCEP and GCM datasets are shown as (a) and (b)
respectively. In (a) ordinate denotes GCM value of predictor
variable and abscissa represents NCEP value of the predictor
variable. Scatter plots and cross correlation bar plots to
investigate dependence structure between probable predictor
variables in NCEP data and the wind speed are shown as (c)
and (d) respectively. In (b) and (d) P, S and K represent product
moment correlation, Spearman's rank correlation and Kendall's
tau respectively. In (c) ordinate denotes observed wind speed
value and abscissa represents NCEP value of the predictor
variable.
The record at Santhebastewadi gauging station is
short (1992-2000) while the same at Gadag gauging station is
longer (1978-2000). To derive a longer record for
Santhebasthewadi station, a relationship is established between
records at these stations based on contemporaneous data
corresponding to the shorter period. This relationship is used to
extrapolate estimates of monthly wind speed at the
Santhebasthewadi station for the period 1978 - 1991 from the
records of Gadag station. For details of this procedure, the
readers are referred to Gupta (1989). The SVM model is
developed to capture the relationship between predictor
variables and predictand for the period 1978 – 2000 for both
Santhebasthewadi and Gadag stations. However since daily
values for Santhebasthewadi station are available only for the
period 1992-2000, the disaggregation model is developed to
capture the temporal relationships between wind speeds for
1992-2000, while for Gadag the disaggregation model is
developed for 1978-2000.
6.1

Development of SVM Downscaling Model

This subsection briefly explains the procedure for
downscaling wind speed. For a detailed description of the SVM
procedure, the readers are referred to Anandhi et al. 2008.
To develop the Least Square-Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) downscaling model, a pool of potential NCEP predictor
variables is identified and standardized. The standardization
procedure typically involves subtraction of mean and division
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by the standard deviation of the predictor. The data of
standardized predictor variables are then processed using
principal component analysis to extract principal components
(PCs) which are orthogonal and which preserve more than 98%
of the variance originally present in them. A feature vector is
formed for each month of the record using the PCs. The feature
vector is the input to the SVM model, and the contemporaneous
value of predictand wind speed is the output. The feature
vectors which are prepared from NCEP record are partitioned
into a training set and a test set. The data in training set are
used to train (or calibrate) the SVM model to capture the
relationship between NCEP data of the potential predictors and
the predictand for the Malaprabha catchment. This involves
determining optimal values of the model parameters σ and C.
In this study, grid search procedure (Gestel et al., 2004) is used
to find the optimum range for the parameters. Subsequently,
optimum values of the parameters are obtained from the
selected range using stochastic search technique of genetic
algorithm (Haupt and Haupt, 2004). Data in test set are used to
validate the SVM model. The normalized mean squared error
(NMSE) under validation is used as an index to assess the
performance of the model.
The GCM predictor variables are standardized using the
procedure followed for NCEP variables. The data of
standardized GCM predictor variables are then processed using
principal component analysis to obtain principal components
(PCs). The PC’s are extracted along principal directions of the
NCEP data, to form feature vectors for GCM data. The data of
standardized predictor variables are then processed using
principal component analysis to extract principal components
(PCs) which are orthogonal and which preserve more than 98%
of the variance originally present in them. The feature vectors
prepared from GCM simulations are run through the calibrated
and validated SVM downscaling model to obtain future
projections of wind speed for the period 2001 – 2100 for each
of the four emission scenarios considered (i.e., A1B, A2, B1
and COMMIT). Subsequently, for each scenario, the projected
values of predictand are divided into five time spans (20012020, 2021-2040, 2041-2060, 2061-2080 and 2081-2100) to
determine the future trend in projections.
6.2 Development of Disaggregation Model
The disaggregation problem considered in this paper
entails the temporal disaggregation of monthly to daily wind
speed over the Malaprabha catchment. Statistical relationships
are developed between the mean value of observed monthly
and daily wind speed data for the period (i) 1992 – 2000 for
Santhebastwadi and (ii) 1978 – 2000 for Gadag station. The
relationships are used to disaggregate the projections obtained
for monthly wind speeds for the period 2001 –2100.
Let the historical (past) and projected (future) wind
speeds be denoted as
and
, respectively, where
and
are indices for the past and future years ( =1,
=1, …N2) and denotes the index for month within
…N1;
the year ( = 1,2,..
),
refers to the index for day within
the month . N1 refers to the number of years of historical
record (= 9, i.e from1992 -2000), N2 refers to the projected
period (= 100, i.e from 2001 -2100) and
represents the
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number of months (=12) within a year. Further, let
,
denote the mean monthly value of historical wind speed
computed over all the days in month
of year
. Similarly
let the corresponding monthly value for projected wind speed
in year

be

.

…(1)
Where
denotes the number of days in month
.
For the period 1992 – 2000, observed wind speed on day j in
month
is expressed as a fraction of mean monthly wind
speed as:

;

= 1,.. ,

;

=1,…N1

vector containing daily fraction of wind speeds.

4. Assign weights to each of the k nearest neighbors using the
discrete probability mass function
(Lall and Sharma
1996). This discrete kernel was developed through a Poisson
approximation of the probability distribution function of state
space neighbors. Randomly select nearest neighbor to the
projected wind speed by constructing cumulative density
function using
values.

(4)
It is to be noted that this kernel is the same for all the projected
months.
6.
The daily wind speeds for the projected month
are
obtained by multiplying the projected monthly wind speed
value in month
nearest neighbor.

(

) with

, corresponding to the

6.3 Performance of the models

…..(2)
j = 1,…,

35

,

The performance of the developed disaggregated
models is evaluated using the following statistical measures.
(i) Sum of squares of errors (SSE), defined as

The following are the key steps of the algorithm to
generate daily wind speeds
for the projected period
2001 -2100.
1. For every projected value of wind speed, identify calendar
month
.
2. Form the conditioning set
for
. The conditioning set
comprises of all the mean monthly values of historical wind
speed for the calendar months falling in the season window of
size
centered about the month
window of size 1 month,

-nearest neighbors from the conditioning set

based on the Euclidian distance

(ii) Mean square error (MSE), given as

(6)
(iii) Root mean square error (RMSE), defined as

. For example for a
conditioning set is

.
3. Select the

(5)

between

and

… (7)
(iv) Normalized mean square error (NMSE, Zhang and
Govindaraju, 2000), given as

written as
,
…..(3)
= 1,… N2.
where
= 1,… N1;
The k-nearest neighbor approach specifies the conditional
probability
using nonparametric statistical
technique. Here the conditional probability distribution is
ascertained on the historical record, i.e on the basis of the k –
nearest neighbors of the conditioning set
. In essence, the
number of neighbors, k, is a smoothing parameter. Lall and
Sharma (1996) suggest using k equal to
, as a rule of
thumb. The k nearest neighbors are considered to be most
similar to the projected wind speed for the month
.
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(8)
(v) Nash-Sutcliffe error estimate (
1970), defined as

, Nash and Suthcliffe,

(9)
(vi) Mean absolute error (MAE, Johnson et al., 2003), given as
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section 5. Zonal wind speeds at 925 mb are selected as
potential predictors based on the results presented for each of
the nine grid points in Figure 4.

(10)
(vi) Mean cumulative error (MCE, Johnson et al., 2003),
defined as

Winds over the Indian region are known to be well
correlated with the strength of the Indian monsoon rainfall
(Srinivasan and Nanjundiah, 2002). Hence the rainfall over the
monsoon trough region was used as a probable predictor.
However, the use of this predictor did not improve the wind
prediction significantly. Also the precipitation showed a trend
which did not appear in the simulated winds in GCM. Hence
this precipitation was not included as a predictor.
7.2

(11)
where N represents the number of feature vectors prepared
from the NCEP record,

and

denote the observed and the

simulated values of predictand respectively,
and
are
the mean and the standard deviation of the observed predictand.
7.
Results and Discussion
Downscaling and disaggregation models are developed
following the methodology described in sections 5 and 6. The
results are presented and discussed in this section.
7.1 Selection of probable and potential predictors for
downscaling wind speed
The most relevant probable predictor variables necessary for
developing the SVM downscaling model are identified using
scatter plots and the three measures of dependence. The scatter
plots and cross correlations enable verifying the reliability of
the simulations of the predictor variables by the GCM and to
study the predictor-predictand relationships. The scatter plots
between the probable predictor variables in NCEP and GCM
datasets are shown in Figure 3a, while the cross correlations
computed between the same are shown in Figure 3b. The
figures show that, the predictor variables are in general
realistically simulated by the GCM. Further it is noted that
zonal wind velocity at 925 mb (Ua 925) is the most realistically
simulated variable (Figures 3a and 3b).
To investigate the relationship between the probable predictors
and predictands, scatter plots and cross correlation bar plots are
prepared between the probable predictor variables in NCEP
data and the predictand and presented in Figures 3c and 3d.
From a perusal of the scatter plots, it appears that the
dependence structure between predictor variables and
predictand is largely linear. Of the two potential predictor
variables, zonal wind velocity at 925 mb (Ua 925) is observed
to have high correlation with the predictand. Predictors can be
ranked based on the relative magnitude of cross-correlations
estimated by each measure of dependence. Results show
similar (or nearly equal) rank for any chosen predictor by all
the three dependence measures considered, indicating that the
results are reliable.

SVM downscaling models

Principal components extracted from the selected potential
predictors are provided as input to develop SVM downscaling
model following the procedure described in section 6. During
the model calibration for the period 1978 – 1993, the optimal
values of SVM parameters, kernel width (σ) and penalty term I,
obtained using the grid search procedure are 450 and 850
respectively for Santhebastwadi station. The same for Gadag
station are 50 and 2050 respectively. Typical results of this
analysis for Santhebastwadi station are presented in Figure 5.
The calibrated SVM model is subsequently validated for the
period 1994- 2000 (Figure 6).
Typical results of downscaled wind speed are presented in
Figure 7. The results show that no change is discerned in
future for the four scenarios. The mean monthly surface wind
speed simulated by the GCM over this region did not show any
trend.
7.3

Disaggregation models

The disaggregation model proposed in this study (Model 1)
entails the temporal disaggregation of monthly to daily wind
speed over the Malaprabha catchment. The second
disaggregation model (Model 2) was developed based on
Neitsch et al. (2001) and is represented by.
(12)
where

is the projected wind speed for the day j in

(km/hr),
is the average wind speed for the month
in
(km/hr), and rand(0, 1) is a random number between 0.0 and
1.0. This method is used in the Soil and Water Assessment
Tool (SWAT) model. Recently this method of disaggregation
was adopted by Debele et al. (2007) also.
The disaggregated daily wind speeds obtained by the two
models (Model 1 and Model 2) were compared. The observed
daily wind speeds for the period 1992 – 2000 were used to
develop the disaggregation models. The first 75% of the data
(1992 – 1997 for Santhebastwadi and 1978 – 1993 for Gadag)
were used for calibrating the models and the remaining data
(1998 – 2000 for Santhebastwadi and 1994 – 2000 for Gadag)
were used for validation.

For downscaling the wind speed, the potential predictor
variables are identified from the probable predictors using
scatter plots and the three measures of dependence described in
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Fig 4. (a) Scatter plots to investigate dependence structure between probable predictor variables in NCEP data and the wind
speed. The ordinate denotes NCEP value of predictor variable and abscissa represents observed wind speed.

Fig 5. Typical results of the domain search to estimate optimal
values of the parameters (kernel width, σ; penalty, C) for the
SVM models developed in the study. The bar code indicates the
NMSE values. The parameters giving the least NMSE values
are selected.

Vol 1. Issue 1. Pp 29-41

Fig 6. Typical results for comparison of the monthly observed
wind speed with wind speed simulated using SVM
downscaling model for NCEP. In the figure (1978-1993)
denotes calibration period and the rest is validation period.
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Figure 7. Typical results from the SVM based downscaling model using box plots for wind speed. The horizontal line in the middle
of the box represents median. The circles denote the mean value of wind speed, and the darkened square represents the mean value
of simulated wind speed. The gap between darkened square and circle denote bias in the wind speed simulated by the downscaling
model for NCEP and GCM data sets. In (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) the solid line that joins the circles indicates the historical trend of wind
speed, while the line connecting the solid squares depicts the mean trend of wind speed projected by GCM.
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Figure 8. Results of the daily mean observed wind speeds and simulated wind speed using disaggregation Model 1 using NCEP
downscaled monthly wind speed for the period 1994 – 2000 is shown in (a). Typical results for comparison of the daily observed
wind speeds with the simulated wind speeds, using two disaggregation Models 1 and 2 for the year 1994 and 1999 are shown in (b)
and (c) respectively.
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Figure 9. Scatter plot of the observed and disaggregated wind speeds by Models 1 and 2 for Gadag station for validation period 1994 2000.

Subsequently, the calibrated and validated models were used
for temporal disaggregation of the projected wind speeds from
monthly to daily scale for the period 2001 – 2100 for the
scenarios A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT considered in this study.
The daily mean observed wind speeds for 1994-2000
for “Gadag” station and the simulated wind speed using
disaggregation Model 1 using NCEP downscaled data are
presented in Figure 8(a). Typical results for the first 12 days of
January, 1994 and January 1999 for Gadag station of the
observed and simulated wind speeds from Models 1 and 2 are
shown in Figures 8(b) and 8(c). A scatter plot of the observed
and disaggregated wind speeds by Models 1 and 2 for the
validation period of 1994 to 2000 for Gadag station is
presented in Figure 9. The results of the performance
evaluation are presented in Table 3. The results show that
Model 1 performs better than Model 2.
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Table 3. Error statistics computed for daily wind speed by
disaggregated models for the validation period
Performance
Model 1
Model 2
Measure
SSE
51244.30
65874.35
MSE
20.05
25.77
RMSE
4.48
5.08
NMSE
1.04
1.34

Ef

MAE
MCE
CC

-0.04
0.00
1.00
0.49

-0.34
-0.14
0.89
0.39
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8.

Summary and Conclusions

In this study spatial downscaling of monthly wind speeds from
global scale to a river basin scale is carried out using Support
Vector
Machine
(SVM).
Subsequently,
temporal
disaggregation of the projected wind speed from monthly to
daily scale is performed using modified exponential equation
extracted from SWAT (Model 1) and a k – nearest neighbor
technique (Model 2) developed in this study. The effectiveness
of the downscaling and disaggregation models is demonstrated
through application to wind speed over the catchment and
command area of Malaprabha reservoir.
The predictand (wind speed) is downscaled and disaggregated
for simulations of CGCM3 for four IPCC scenarios namely
SRES A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT.
The probable predictor variables chosen for downscaling (zonal
and meridional wind speeds at 925 mb) are the large-scale
atmospheric variables which have a physically meaningful
relationship with wind speed. The scatter plots and cross
correlations are used for studying the reliability of the
simulation of the predictor variables by the GCM and to study
the predictor-predictand relationships. Results indicated that the
Ua 925 predictors are better simulated by the GCM than Va
925 predictors. The predictors did not show any trend. By using
scatter plots and three measures of dependence (product
moment correlation, Spearman’s rank correlation and Kendall’s
tau) the zonal wind speeds at 925 mb are selected as the
potential predictors.
The results of downscaling show that wind speeds are
not projected to change in future for A1B, A2, B1 and
COMMIT scenarios. The performance of the two
disaggregation models, is evaluated using the statistical
measures SSE, MSE, RMSE, NMSE, , MAE and MCE. The
results of the evaluation show that Model 1 performs better
than Model 2.
The results of validation indicate that the SVM model
and disaggregation models are useful for downscaling and
disaggregating wind speed to river basin scale. Although
the
present analysis is confined to only one river basin, the
methodology developed can be extended to other river basins,
as well.
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Supplementary Material
Abbreviations
(i) Abbreviations used in Text
CCCma
CGCM3
GCM
GrADS

Canadian Center for Climate Modelling and
Analysis
Third generation Canadian General Circulation
Model
General Climate Model
Grid Analysis and Display System
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IPCC
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
km/hr
Kilometer per hour
LS-SVM Least Square-Support Vector Machine
MAE
Mean absolute error
MCE
Mean cumulative error
MSE
Mean square error
NCEP
National Center for Environmental Prediction
NMSE
Normalized mean square error
PCA
Principal component analysis
PC
Principal component
RMSE
Root mean square error
SRES
Special report of Emission scenarios
SSE
Sum of squares of errors
SVM
Support Vector Machine
SWAT
Soil and Water Assessment Tool
Ua 925
Zonal wind at 925 mb
Va 925
Meridional wind at 925 mb
(ii) Abbreviations used in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.
Predictor Names
AO
AS

Ef
EA
EAJ
EAWR
EP
MAE
MCE
MSE
mslp
NAO
NAT
NHT
NMSE
NP
PNA
POL
ps
PT
RMSE
SAT
SCA
SHT
SOI
SSE
ta
TNH
ua
va
wd
WP
zg
zgt

Artic Oscillation
Asian Summer pattern
Nash Sutcliffe error estimate
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Measurement height of predictors
_5
_7
_8
_s

pressure height at 500mb
pressure height at 700mb
pressure height at 850mb
surface

Techniques
CCA
PCA
Data source
BCCR
CGCM
CNRM
ECHAM
ECMWF
GFDL
GISS
IPSL
KAMM
MIROC
MM5

Canonical Correlation Analysis
Principal Component Analysis
Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research
Canadian General Circulation Model
Center National de Recherches Météorologiques
European Centre Hamburg Model
Europian Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
Geophysical Fluid Dynamic Laboratory
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace
Karlsruhe Atmospheric Mesoscale Model
Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate
PSU/NCAR mesoscale model (known as MM5

East Atlantic pattern
East Atlantic jet pattern
East Atlantic-West Russia pattern
East Pacific pattern
Mean absolute error
Mean cumulative error
Mean square error
Mean sea level pressure
North Atlantic Oscillation
North Atlantic temperature
Northern Hemisphere temperature
Normalized mean square error
North Pacific pattern
Pacific – North America pattern
Polar-Eurasia pattern
Pressure
Pacific transition pattern
Root mean square error
South Atlantic temperature
Scandinavian pattern
Southern Hemisphere temperature
Southern Oscillation Index
Sum of squares of errors
Air temperature
Tropics-Northern Hemisphere pattern
Zonal wind
Meridional wind
Wind direction
West pacific pattern
Geopotential height
Geopotential height thickness
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Contaminated soil and water remediation is a high impact challenge in the world. This
environmental problem became significant only in the last decades. Remediation with plants is an
environmentally friendly solution to clean the surface layers of soil from heavy metals, but the
pollutants can mean danger in plants too. After gathering plant and soil samples from a closed
mining area in Hungary, Zn, Cu, Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni, and Co concentration was measured by ICP
spectrometry using a Varian 720 ES-type spectrometer. To determine the risk of the biomass, the
distribution of metals was analyzed in plant part, such as twigs, sprouts and leaves; thick bough;
bole without bark; and bark. Based on the results, the metallic elements (Zn, Cu, Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni,
and Co) accumulate in smaller branches of trees and shoots and the tissues of the cortex
responsible for the transport of nutrients, therefore the gathering of all plant parts after remediation
is required to prevent environmental pollution.
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Contaminated plants
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Introduction
Among pollutions caused by technologies and techniques used
in industrial activities, the heavy metal contamination of soil and
water is a typically toxic type [1-4]. Heavy metal contamination
can occur, for example, in areas of mines (waste dumps) [5-12]
and metal processing plants. Heavy metals are also found in small
quantities in the environment under natural conditions, which
cover the needs of the trace element of the wildlife; in this case
they do not mean physiological risks. Many contaminated
(brownfield) areas remained in Hungary [13] after the industrial
structure change, and the further utilization of these areas
presuppose the remediation. The most dangerous characteristics of
such "inherited" contaminants are that they are hidden and have
long-term toxicity in soil and groundwater.

2018 IJEWFN. All rights reserved.

environment. The soil is continuously loaded with sewage sludge,
fertilizers. Landfills, legal and illegal storage mean a risk to the
environment. The end-station of toxic metals in the environment
is likely to be the sediment of soil or surface waters.
The contaminated sites are often called brownfield lands, which
has several different definitions. Brownfield means not just
pollution, but abandoned area, where industrial activities used to
involve.

One of the long term effects of heavy metal contamination in
soil and water system is that the pollutant can be accumulated by
plants used in food chain [14-16]; therefore people live far from
the pollution, can be affected.
The types of pollutants, their physical properties and
concentrations vary widely, but the list of the most dangerous
elements is similar in the world. The toxic metals (Ag, As, B, Be,
Cd, Co, Cr, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Sn, Pb, Zn) and their
compounds enriched in soil, surface water and groundwater, are
the consequences of ore mining, metallurgy and metal processing,
and production of batteries and dry batteries. The transport and
plant protectant sprays also increase the toxic metal load of the

Fig. 1 The rate of brownfields in Hungarian settlements [13]
In cases, brownfields are loaded with run-down infrastructure,
which makes the re-use of the region or investment options more
difficult. Several examples exist, where local or national initiation

———
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was funded to plan and execute the re-use of these areas based on
discovery and monitoring researches [17-20].

the size of Hungarian settlements participated in the survey can
be seen in Fig. 1.

In 2017, the number, size, and composition of Hungarian
brownfield were analyzed. The results show that the country has
between 20 and 40 thousand ha contaminated land, mostly military
bases and mining sites [21]. The rate of brownfields compared to

In another research, a questioner was sent to local governments
and companies with questions about contaminated sites on their
territory. Based on the answers [22], the results are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1. Brownfield sites in the North-Hungarian region by county

Number of settlements
Number of brownfield sites
→ Within settlement borders
Size of brownfield sites, ha
Number of contaminated areas

Borsod-AbaújZemplén County
26

Heves County

Nógrád County

Total

14

7

88

67

36

37

236

38

19

18

123

2291.2

570.1

424.5

4546

41

22

16

125

The total area of brownfields surveyed in west Hungary is 4546
ha, nearly 50% of the regions (2291.9 ha) are located in BorsodAbaúj-Zemplén county. In Heves and Nógrád counties, the areas
of almost the same- sized brownfields were found which were
much smaller than in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county (Table 1).
This trend is similar to the number of contaminated sites [22].
Areas with contaminated soil are a potential source of danger
to the environment, but require different treatment depending on
the type of pollution. Heavy metals as soil contaminants can
behave differently, and their environmental impact may also vary.
Those materials that harm the soil, plants, animals or humans are
considered toxic. Many minerals are essential or at least beneficial
for physiological effects [23], but these become toxic or harmful
in the case of overweight. Consequently, the injuriousness is a
function of the dose, the load, and the concentration [24].The
grown level of heavy metals in the soil also affect the plant
organism. Plants absorb their essential moisture and nutrients
through their roots, but the higher the heavy metal content of the
soil, the more heavy metals get into the plant tissues with the
nutrients. The literature examines the movement of heavy metals
in the soil-plant system by different aspects, but generally, it can
be stated that the pollutant metal type has a significant influence
on processes [25]. It has been found that the heavy metal uptake
of plants depends not only on the properties of the plant and heavy
metals but also on the type of soil and other environmental factors
[26]. In plants, especially in trees, there are two types of transport
fabrics. One is the xylem, which is the tree itself; the other is the
phloem. Both are very important for the plant's water and nutrient
supply, and many researches focus on what tissue carries the
nutrient delivery. It has been found in the scientific literature that
phloem is primarily responsible for delivering nutrients from the
shoot to the storage tissue [27-29].
The statement that heavy metals during accumulation got into
actively growing tissues such as shoots, young leaves, and cortex;
is also certificated by the results of several studies. In the case of
poplar, it has been shown that Zn and Cd are the highest in foliage.
In the case of willow species grown on treated sludge soil, Cu, Pb,
and Cr showed the highest concentration in the trunk, while Zn,
Cd, and Ni in the foliage. The distribution of metals in the strain
may also change [30]. Therefore, when determining the heavy
metal content of plants, it is important in our examination that we
not only focus on the trunk part but also other parts of the tree.
There are many remediation technologies and processes for
removing contaminants from soil, groundwater and surface

waters. One of these is phytoextraction, which uses the ability of
plants to absorb nutrients from the soil, and has the advantage of
removing heavy metal contaminants from the contaminated area
in an environmentally friendly manner, which are then
accumulated in the plant's tissues and stored. The using options of
phytoremediation are limited; it depends on the pH and moisture
of the soil, the accumulation rate of roots and other factors [31].
The treatment of this biomass requires increased care of
handling and disposal due to the heavy metal contamination.
Disposal of biomass by incineration also enables the energy
recovery of plants, but special attention should be paid to avoid
environmental pollution caused by combustion. The disposal of
heavy metal contaminated biomass by incineration is a known
process, but the practical application of it is still in its infancy.
Research experiences on the development of combustion
technology can produce significant results in making the process
environmentally friendly and economical [32]. Heavy metals
appear in different proportions at different stages of the firing, so
some elements remain mostly bonded to the furnace ash, and there
are some whose compounds stay in the gas-vapor state and take
off with the flue gas.
Material and methods
The sampled plants come from an area whose soil has been
proven to be contaminated with heavy metals, thus being a
brownfield site and partly covered by natural vegetation. The
selected brownfield land is located next to Gyöngyösoroszi.
Industrial lead and zinc ore mining started in the area in 1926. The
extracted ore was broken locally and enriched by flotation process.
In foreign countries, the separated powder of Sphalerite (zinc
sulfide) and Galenite (lead sulfide) have been smelted in lease
work. After the separation of the four types of metals: lead, copper
lead, zinc and pyrite (used for sulfuric acid production), the
remaining waste was transported by pipeline to the flotation
reservoir. By the end of the 1970s, the operation of the mine
became unprofitable. The National Ores and Minerals Mining
terminated the mining of lead and zinc in 1986, and then the ore
processing and the operation of the mine stopped. It was found,
that it would be very costly to exploit and transport of mine dump,
which are contaminated with heavy metals and partly covered with
soil. The sample area of Gyöngyösoroszi is located in the area
classified as "secondary and non-characteristic derivative forests
and groves" according to the classification of the General National
Habitat
Classification
System
(Általános
Nemzeti
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Élőhelyosztályozási Rendszer - ÁNÉR). Monitoring of plant
growth and heavy metal concentrations in the area were not
performed, and there is no information on the initial heavy metal
content of the soil either. For remediation purposes tree planting
was carried out in the area of Gyöngyösoroszi Ore Preparation,
where Oak trees (Quercus robur) (a) and Poplar trees (Populus
tremula) (b) were planted (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Designated sample location in areas of ore preparation;
place of origin of the soil and plant samples (a) Oak, (b) Poplar
For soil and plant samples, the analysis was performed after
crushing, grinding and homogenization. Two sampling was done;
the first was the small volume sampling, where the primary goal
was to determine the soil and plant contamination. The second
sampling was done in large volume to take samples for laboratory
and experimental measurements.
1.

Soil and Plant Sampling (S1):

Soil, Oak (Quercus robur) and Poplar trees (Populus tremula)
samples were taken, in each case 0.5 kg of the total cross-section
of the larger branch. Therefore, sampling S1 is a random
examination done for preliminary information. The sampling area
was marked as Site A and Site B (Fig. 2).
2.

Plant Sampling (S2)

Taking into account the high moisture content of the freshly cut
tree, 500 kg sample of both types of wood was cut for further
measurements. The satellite location of the area and the exact
location of the Oak (Quercus robur) and Poplar (Populus tremula)
are shown in Fig.2. The primary goal was to gather enough
samples for the planned burning experiments. For the analysis of
the heavy metal distribution of plant parts, according to the

markings of Fig 3., 200 g of sample was made from all parts of the
plant, which we chopped, ground and then determined their
chemical composition. These samples were gathered from a large
volume of wood, so they represent the material composition of the
tree species in the area.

Fig. 3 Plant parts for sampling (1+2: Twigs, sprouts, and
leaves, 3: thick bough, 4: bole without bark, 5: bark)
The soil, the plant materials of first sampling (S1) and the plant
materials of second sampling (S2) were analyzed to determine Zn,
Cu, Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni, and Co concentrations. All elements were
analyzed by ICP spectrometry using a Varian 720 ES-type
simultaneous, axial plasma monitoring ICP spectrometer. A
certified, multi-element ICP authentic sample solution sold by
MERCK was used for accuracy checking as a calibrated solution.
The solution was dissolved in a sealed Teflon bomb with
concentrated nitric acid at 130 °C for 120 minutes. The cooled
solution was filled to a final volume of 50 cm3. The chlorine
content was determined by a potentiometric method using a
chloride ion selective electrode, applying calibration with multiple
standard additions. The stock-solution which prepared for ICP
testing was used for the measurement.
In Table 2, the accuracy and standard deviation data are given
in relative percentages appertain for the measured values for the
typical concentration range found in the samples. Accuracy (ACC)
was determined by reference to a reference sample, and the relative
values of the standard deviation (SD) were calculated from parallel
measurements of the measured samples.

Table 2. Accuracy (ACC) and Standard deviation (SD) values which typify for determining the measured heavy metals of wood
and soil samples
Heavy
metal, rel. %
Zn
Cu
Cd
Pb
Cr
Ni
Co

<100 mg/kg
ACC
4.5
5
4
6
5
5.5
5.5

SD
5
6
5
7
6.5
6
7

100-1000 mg/kg
ACC
SD
3.5
4.5
3
4
5
6
3.5
5.5
3.5
5
-

1000-10000 mg/kg
ACC
SD
3.5
4.5
3
4
4
5
-
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Results and discussion
The results are discussed in three stages. The first stage is the
evaluation of contamination in the area with samples from Site A
and Site B. The second stage is to determine the pollutants in wood
samples taken at the first sampling and prove the successful
remediation process. The third stage is to compare the contaminant
concentration in plant parts taken at the second sampling, so
required treatment of the biomass can be determined.
The Zn, Cu, Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni and Co concentration of the soil are
given in Table 3, and the results are compared to the current,
effective Hungarian Regulation (6/2009 (IV. 14.) to the KvVMEüM-FVM), where the limitations for soil quality and pollutant
concentration are specified.

Table 3. The heavy metal content of soil samples and the
limit regulation for "all" soluble metals
Heavy metal,
mg/kg

Site A

Site B

Limit*

Zn

110

5028

200

Cu
Cd
Pb
Cr
Ni
Co

67.4
6.22
23.86
88.17
23.76
23.86

1113
28.04
9169
66.46
18.91
11.42

75
1
100
75
40
30

When the concentration exceeds the limit, the soil and the area
is qualified as contaminated site, and remediation is required. The

higher heavy metal content based on the measurement results
is from Soil B, which is the highest part of the mining area. The
soil A contains less heavy metals or the plants which are living
there accumulated less pollutants. Concentrations greater than
the limit have been highlighted in yellow.
The results of plant analysis are given in Table 4. Except for Zn
and Cd the heavy metal content of oak samples from area A is
higher than the heavy metal content of Poplar samples from area
B. The Oak (Site A) sample has the highest Cu, Pb, Cr, and Ni
content, while in Poplar (Site A) sample Zn and Cd content were
the highest. The value of Co is the highest in Oak (Site B) sample.
The degree of soil contamination is mostly inversely proportional
to plant samples taken with first sampling that is the soil from Site
B, which are rich in heavy metals and has less contaminated plant
samples (Poplar). Fig. 4 summarizes the rates by samples, where
the heavy metal concentration of the plant samples of first
sampling (S1) is correlated to the heavy metal content of the soil
(Soil) of the area, which is calculated from the formula 1.
𝐻𝑀𝐶 [−] =

)*
)+,-

(1)

* Annex 1 of 6/2009 (IV. 14.) to the KvVM-EüM-FVM Joint Regulation\

Table 4. The heavy metal content of first sampling (S1) taken from the vegetation of the sample area
Heavy metal,
mg/kg

Oak
Site A

Oak
Site B

Poplar
Site A

Poplar
Site B

Zn

72.6

181

335

137

Cu
Cd
Pb
Cr
Ni
Co

8.64
0.52
10.3
12.4
4.49
0.56

3.57
0.82
1.56
1.92
2.52
3.01

3.37
6.12
4.45
1.14
0.76
0.09

1.72
1.42
0.91
1
1.97
0.04

The HMC rate can show the connection between the soil and
plant pollutant concentration. Where the rate is higher than one
(Zn – Oak – Site B), it means that the metal concentration is higher
in the wood (referred to plant weight) than in the soil (referred to
soil weight). The horizontal axis is maximized in rate 0.2, and the
higher values are labeled next to the columns. The soil pollution
was significantly higher on Site B in the case of Zn, Cu, Cd, and
Pb, but the concentration of these elements was similar or lower in
plants grown on the area. The HMC rate shows the same result,
where the numbers belong to Site B are lower, except Zn and Cd
in Oak. No connection can be found in the case of Ni and Co.
The results of the second sampling are shown in Table 5., and
in Fig 5 and 6. The composition of the two tree types was placed
next to each other. For each chemical element, the left-hand
diagram shows the percentage distribution of the Poplar and the
right-hand diagram the percentage distribution of the Oak. It can
be concluded (see Fig 5. and Fig 6.) that the analyzed metallic
elements (Cu, Pb, Cd, Co, Cr, Ni, and Zn) accumulate in smaller
branches of trees and shoots and the tissues of the cortex
responsible for the transport of nutrients. The measured results
support the data in the literature that tissues in the cortex are
responsible for the transportation of nutrients (e.g. heavy metals)
[33, 34].

Fig. 4. Heavy metal HMC rates of wood samples from the first
sampling and soil samples
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Table 5. Heavy metal content of samples taken from the vegetation of the area (second sampling)

Heavy metal, mg/kg

Twigs, sprouts and leaves

Thick boughs

Bole without bark

Bark

Poplar
Zn

359.8

86.08

97.3

296.3

Cu
Cd
Pb
Cr
Ni
Co

65.57
18.06
24.43
170.23
40.27
11.24

20.17
8.19
6.66
57.64
14.97
5.44

14.6
7.96
7.93
11.32
7.46
5.49

10.48
9.52
9.49
13.68
7.18
5.71

Zn

294.5

58.86

17.06

30.15

Cu
Cd
Pb
Cr
Ni
Co

57.59
16.77
18.52
80.13
34.01
11.27

20.17
7.24
8.42
39.72
17.14
5.55

14.6
6.16
8.22
31.23
15.12
4.93

10.48
6.35
11.37
26.18
12.05
4.77

Oak

Fig. 5 Distribution of percentages of Cr, Ni, Co in plant parts
of poplar and oak
Conclusion

Fig. 4 Distribution of percentages of Zn, Cu, Cd, Pb in plant
parts of poplar and oak
Based on the results, it can be stated that the amount of heavy
metals in the twigs, sprouts, and leaves are high, such as 78-81%
of zinc, 66-69% of copper, 63% of cadmium, 60% of chromium.
59-68% nickel, 60% cobalt, and 64-70% lead are accumulated in
these plant parts.
Based on the calculation, it can also be stated that the examined
plants have the least amount of the heavy metals in the bole part
accumulated during remediation. The results show that it is not
enough to dispose of the bole parts of the plants of remediation,
disposal of the aboveground parts of the plant (smaller branches,
foliage) in which the heavy metal concentration is also important.

Based on the results, it can be stated that after phytoextraction,
the biomass has to be gathered entirely and must be treated
properly. The plants accumulate pollutants in twigs, sprouts, and
leaves in high concentration, and if this volume is left behind, the
stored metals will return to the soil and groundwater with reducing
the efficiency of remediation. The root system of the plants must
also be analyzed, that is a subject of further research work.
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The fact that freshwaters are becoming affected increasingly by a wide range of stressors, mainly
because of various human activities, is acknowledged by many national and international
organizations. Thus, not only the protection and quality management of natural waters but the
examination and identification of the origin of the contaminants are relevant research topics. In
the article, the main correlation between the anthropogenic activities and stream water quality are
observed in case of Kácsi Stream in Northeast Hungary. Based on the chemical properties and
contaminants, it can be stated that mainly the agricultural effects can be observed on the water
quality. Furthermore, the use of fertilizers with different compositions can also be detected.
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1. Introduction
Various water bodies, depending on the geographical locations,
can be subjected to different natural (e.g. drought) and
anthropogenic stressors (e.g. urbanization), the result of which can
be such severe issues as freshwater scarcity, pollution and
subsequent loss of biodiversity. Thus, the analysis of water quality
and water quality trends is essential, as the appropriate
management and protection of natural resources is a crucial
element to sustainable development. The importance of this topic
has already been recognized by the United Nations and was
included in the Millennium Development Goals as Goal 6: Ensure
availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation
for all [1, 2, 3].
The examination and monitoring of water quality are relevant
and widely researched topics in each part of the world, in
continental [3], national [1, 4] and regional [5, 6] levels as well.
Water quality parameters can be divided into three categories:
physical (e.g. temperature, total suspended solids), chemical (e.g.
pH, electrical conductivity), and biological. These parameters
change not only over time but depending on the sampling point,
especially in the case of rivers and streams [5, 7].
To determine the chemical status of drinking water, 125
parameters are listed by WHO. These substances can be divided
into two categories: chemicals that should be assessed for possible

2018 IJEWFN. All rights reserved.

health effects, and others that can affect the acceptability of
drinking water (e.g. taste or appearance). Guideline values have
been established for actual or potentially toxic chemicals that can
occur in drinking water. If the value of a certain constituent is
below the given value, the prolonged consumption does not pose
a significant health risk. On the other hand, no values have been
established for substances due to their natural occurrence in
drinking water or occurrence at concentrations well below those of
health concern [8].
The examined area is located in Northeast Hungary, near the
base of the Bükk Mountains. The main characteristic of the
topography is the transition from mountainous regions to plains
towards the south. The karst springs of Kács and Sály can be found
in forested areas and agricultural production is more significant in
the southern parts. The most common crops are wheat, barley,
corn, and sugar beet. The karst springs are used to provide drinking
water for the local settlements. The stream is considered to be
intermittent, with up to 40 km long watercourse [4].
According to the data of the European Environmental Agency
on the chemical status of surface water bodies, the concentration
of the priority hazardous substances (based on the Environmental
Quality Standards Directive 2008/105/EC) is unknown in case of
44.9% of Hungarian rivers, the length of which is over 6500 km
[9]. Certain parameters of the karst springs of Kács and Sály have
already been investigated during the last decades [6, 10]. However,
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no data is known about the quality changes along the whole
watercourse of the Kácsi Stream.

The aim of the article is to examine the effect of urbanized,
mining and agricultural (farming) areas on some water quality
parameters of the Kácsi Stream.

Figure 1. The sampling points
2. Methods
During the examinations, both the status of the water resources
and the quantity of certain harmful substances were evaluated and
tested for a better understanding of the anthropogenic effect on the
Kácsi Stream. The sampling points and coordinates are illustrated
in Figure 1.
The samples were taken during the summer period. The tests
were performed either in situ or at the laboratory of the University

of Miskolc. Samples were held at 4 °C until the laboratory analyses
in plastic canisters, which were used for sampling.
A Hanna HI 9142 instrument was used for the in-situ
measurement of dissolved oxygen (DO) content and water
temperature, from which the dissolved oxygen saturation (DOS)
can be calculated. The pH values were also measured at the
sampling points, using a combined electrode Orion model 210a pH
meter.

Table 1. The parameters of the springs compared to the WHO guideline values for drinking water quality

Sample – K1
Sample – S1
WHO values

Sample – K1
Sample – S1
WHO values
Sample – K1
Sample – S1
WHO values

Temperature,
°C
16.5
16.4
-

7.23
7.32
-

CODCr,
mg/L
10
10
-

Ammonium,
mg/L

Chloride,
mg/L

0.01
0.01
K,
mg/L
9.13
8.82
-

0.50
0.36
5
Na,
mg/L
4.30
1.05
50
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pH

609
656
-

TDS,
mg/L
247
256
-

DO,
mg/l
8.2
9.1
-

DOS,
%
84
94
-

M-alkalinity,
mmol/L
6.1
5.7
-

Hardness,
mg/L
167
167
-

Nitrite,
mg/L

Nitrate,
mg/L

Phosphate,
mg/L

Sulfate,
mg/L

Hydrogen
carbonate,
mg/L

Ca,
mg/L

Mg,
mg/l

<0.01
<0.01
3

2.66
2.90
50
Pb,
µg/L
<163
<163
10

0.05
2.76
Cd,
µg/L
<8
<8
3

6.56
3.84
Zn,
µg/L
8
28
-

372
348
Cu,
µg/L
<23
<23
2000

97.34
86.31
Cr,
µg/L
<41
<41
50

13.55
20.06
Ni,
µg/L
<43
<43
70

Mn, mg/L
<0.08
<0.08
0.4

EC, µS/cm

© 2019 IJEWFN. All rights reserved

Specific conductivity (EC) was determined during sampling
with a Mettler Toledo MC 126 portable conductivity meter, which
was suitable to measure the total dissolved solids (TDS) as well.
The rest of the parameters were examined in the laboratory.
COD was measured using potassium dichromate in a sulfuric acid
medium. The ammonium ion content was tested with a Spekol 10
photometer at 670 nm wavelength. A nitrite, nitrate,
orthophosphate, chloride and sulfate ions were determined with an
HP HPLC 1050 chromatograph (Asahipak ODP-50 column, UVVWD detector). The examination of Cr, Ni, Cu, Cd, Zn, Pb, Mn,
K, Na content was carried out with a Philips PU 9100 type flame
atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Through complexometric
titration, the Mg and Ca could be determined. Titration was carried
out with methyl orange indicator and hydrochloric acid solution to
determine the M-alkalinity, which was used to calculate the
quantity of hydrogen carbonate. The hardness values were
calculated based on Ca and Mg values.
3. Results
The examined parameters of the spring of Kács and Sály and
the WHO guideline values for drinking water quality [8] are
summarized in Table 1. It can be observed that most of the
examined parameters meet the WHO criteria for drinking water
quality. In case of lead and cadmium, however, the limit of
detection of the analyzer was higher than the WHO limit. Thus,
the accurate value of Pb and Cd could not be determined.
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To assess the anthropogenic effects, the described
parameters were also examined at each sampling points. The
quantity of nitrate, manganese, lead, cadmium, copper, chromium
and nickel were under the detection limit at all sampling points.
Table 2 contains the ratio of the rest of the parameters in relation
to the concentrations measured at the springs.
The temperature of the stream increased during its course, from
the approximately 16 °C at the springs to 20 (S3) and 26 (K7) °C.
The pH of the water was slightly increased or had only a small
deviation from the original values. Such slightly alkaline pH is
natural in case of surface waters.
The higher amount of total dissolved solids is in the water, the
higher the electric conductivity is. It can be observed that when
samples were taken before and after a settlement (K1-K2, K3-K4,
K6-K7, S1-S2), the EC was always higher after the settlements.
Between settlements (K2-K3) the TDS and EC decrease to a minor
extent. The reason for this might be the lower salt load outside of
settlements, and runoff water from the surroundings can dilute the
stream water.
COD was significantly higher at two sampling points compared
to the springs, at K2 and K7, which represents the organic matter
content of the water. The higher COD at K7 may be the result of
heavy livestock farming in the area.

Table 2. The ratio of contaminants at the sampling points in relation to the springs
Parameter
Temperature
pH
EC
TDS
CODCr
DO
DOS
Nitrate
Ammonium
Phosphate
Sulfate
Chloride
Hydrogen
carbonate
M-alkalinity
Hardness
K
Ca
Mg
Na
Zn

Ratios in relation to the parameters of the springs
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7
S1
1.12
1.17
1.32
1.29
1.49
1.00
1.14
1.13
1.12
0.95
1.02
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.28
1.40
1.48
1.00
1.00
1.11
1.27
1.37
1.45
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
1.27
1.21
1.15
1.13
1.41
1.00
1.32
1.28
1.28
1.25
1.67
1.00
0.72
0.47
0.22
0.81
0.81
1.00
3.00
8.00
8.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
42.40
135.20
194.80
115.40
41.80
1.00
1.00
0.99
2.02
0.82
0.71
1.00
2.22
1.46
4.82
17.58
21.76
1.00

S2
1.28
0.98
1.13
1.14
1.00
1.00
1.10
0.47
1.00
1.05
2.86
14.92

S3
1.14
1.02
1.48
2.57
2.00
0.46
0.48
0.27
2.00
1.08
7.04
17.25

1.15

1.00

1.00

1.23

0.97
1.21
11.17
1.03
1.99
3.02
2.38

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.89
8.61
0.80
1.13
4.70
0.71

1.23
1.20
10.39
1.23
1.13
19.00
0.46

K1
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

K2
1.21
1.15
1.07
1.02
4.00
1.37
1.47
1.00
1.00
36.20
1.00
3.40

1.00

0.87

0.84

0.89

0.93

0.93

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.89
0.96
2.11
0.92
1.11
1.20
2.50

0.85
0.92
2.13
0.89
1.08
1.07
1.88

0.90
1.05
4.85
1.01
1.22
1.98
1.13

0.98
1.13
6.57
0.98
1.78
2.49
1.00

0.97
1.09
11.25
1.08
1.12
3.15
2.03

The amount of dissolved oxygen is dependent on many other
factors and chemicals in the water, all of which should be
examined together. DO in the water is essential for living
organisms and is inversely proportional to the temperature of the
water. Furthermore, the increase in dissolved salt content may
decrease the DO value. Moreover, DO can be also increased by the
organic matter content of water which is present due to the
photosynthesis of plants. As a consequence, DO is also in relation
to the COD, as the higher COD, i.e. more organic material in the
water, is beneficial for the reproduction of aquatic plants which
results in higher oxygen content.
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The changes of the abovementioned parameters can be
observed in Figure 2. As there was no significant temperature
change in the examined areas, the connection with the DO value is
not observable. As TDS increased, the quantity of DO decreased.
It can be seen in Figure 2 that the highest TDS was obtained at the
S3 point, along with the lowest DO value. The highest COD was
found at K2 and K7 points, parallelly with the highest DO content.
It can be assumed that the number of aquatic plants is higher at
these sampling points which may have a negative impact on water
quality during autumn and winter time due to the decay and

© 2019 IJEWFN. All rights reserved
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decomposition of plants. However, no effect of human
activities can be observed in relation to these parameters.

sampling point, the concentration decreased back to the original
value. The most significant increase could be observed in the
phosphate value, becoming almost 200x higher at K5 than at K1.
Then the phosphate content started decreasing from K6. In the case
of the Sályi Stream, only a small increase could be observed. On
the other hand, the sulfate content slightly rose along the Kácsi
Stream but significantly increased in the Sályi Stream. At S3, the
sulfate content was 7x higher than at S1. No clear tendencies could
be observed for the chloride content, but the values at K6, K7, S2,
and S3 was exceptionally high – 15-22x higher than at the springs.
The concentration of potassium slowly increased moving away
from the springs and doubled after K5.
There is a significant correlation between cultivation and the
occurrence of these components in the water, as it indicates the use
of various types of fertilizers. Along the Kácsi Stream, the
phosphate content is the most significant which increases until K5.
This tendency is similar in the case of ammonium. In Hungary, the
use of superphosphates is common which, in many cases, contains
(NH4)3PO4. After the K6 sampling point, the phosphate and
ammonium content decreased but the potassium and chloride
increased, indicating the change of fertilizer type.
Superphosphates are replaced with potash with KCl content. The
use of KCl can also be detected in case of the Sályi Stream.
The amount of sodium in the Kácsi Stream was up to three
times higher than the value of the stream. On the other hand, the
sodium value rapidly increased in the samples of Sályi Stream. At
S3, the sodium content was 19 times higher than at S1. This
increase might be the effect of the mining activities in the vicinity
of the sampling point.
The quantity of hydrogen carbonate and the M-alkalinity at the
K2-K7 sampling points were usually lower than at the spring,
while in case of the S sampling points, the values were higher.
Examining the hardness of the springs in degree of General
Hardness (°dH, where 1 °dH = 10 mg/L CaO) and the rest of the
samples, the stream water can be classified as very hard.

Figure 2. The obtained DO values and its possible influencing
parameters
Various anions and cations should be examined along with
sodium and phosphorous, as a heavy agricultural activity is
prevalent in the basin and the components of fertilizers may be
dissolved in surface waters due to overfertilization. These
components can change the quality of the water body. The most
common potassium compounds used as fertilizers are KCl and
K2SO4, the phosphorous compounds are mainly calcium
phosphates and superphosphates, while (NH4)2SO4, NaNO3,
NH4NO3 or (NH2)2CO are suitable for sodium supplement. Certain
compounds, e.g. (NH4)3PO4 or NPK compound fertilizers are
applicable to replenish several nutrients at once. Thus, the
examination of these components together can indicate the use of
various types of fertilizers and should be analyzed collectively.
The quantity of nitrite was always below the detection value,
but nitrate could be observed at every sampling point. The
concentration continuously decreased in comparison to the spring
until it started increasing at K6 and K7. The quantity of ammonium
slightly increased first and then peaked at K4 and K5, reaching
eight times higher value than at the spring. However, by the next
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Among the inorganic microcontaminants, zinc was the only one
with observable changes. Certain organic manures contain high
quantities of zinc and the leaching of components may result in the
increased zinc content of K samples. This assumption is further
strengthened by the fact that the samples with the highest organic
matter content, i.e. COD value (K2 and K7) also contained the
highest amount of zinc. The zinc content was lower at S2 and S3
than it was at the S1 spring.
4. Conclusions
The small water system at Northeast Hungary was examined to
identify the effect of human activities on the chemical status of the
water. Some of the examined characteristics were suitable to
indicate the anthropogenic impact, mainly the effect of agriculture.
Moving south from the spring of Kács, the phosphate content
showed the highest increase. Parallelly, the ammonium content
increased as well, possibly due to the fertilizers containing
(NH4)3PO4. After K5 sampling point, these values decreased but
the potassium and chloride rose. Thus, instead of phosphorousbased fertilizers, the KCl-based ones are used. The used of KCl
can be observed in the samples from Sályi Stream.
The highest CDO was measured at K2 and K7, along with the
highest zinc content, which might be the result of leaching into the
water.

© 2019 IJEWFN. All rights reserved
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